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Functional balance in humans can be characterized as maintaining the center of mass 

(COM) within the base of support (BOS). When the COM moves outside the BOS, a fall can 

occur if there is not an immediate reaction to modify the BOS. The ability to dynamically 

control the COM-BOS interaction declines with age, and this increases fall rates in older adults. 

Falls are multifactorial, and there are some common deficits connected to a change in motor 

control, as evidenced by greater variability in balance performance. Less variability in motor 

performance is indicative of a more functional and healthier neuromotor system. 

There is a gap in the literature with respect to the ability to objectively measure dynamic 

balance and how it relates to fall-risk. Clinical and perceptual assessments of balance are 

commonly employed; however, they rely on subjective judgements. Objective assessments have 

become more available in recent years through sensors in smartphone apps, including the 

AccWalker app that was developed in our laboratory. Yet, it has been unknown the extent to 

which these objective measures differ between groups based on age and fall status. This gap was 

important to address so that smartphone apps can be deployed to the clinical community in order 

to provide objective, evidence-based assessments of dynamic balance. 

Treating balance changes had been challenging, despite the designation of falls as a 

public health concern. Previously, less complete strategies have included strengthening 

exercises, T’ai Chi, physical therapy and the use of walking assistive devices. A newer strategy 

with success in the literature is the use of attentional focus cues, particularly external focus 

instruction. The addition of dynamic balance training with internal (IF) and external focus (EF) 

cues allows for the examination of the role of attentional focus on fall risk in older adults. 



 
 

This dissertation addressed these gaps in the literature via three specific aims. 
 

Manuscript 1 investigated whether older and younger adults were similar in the phone app task 

for timing of steps in response to the app cue, as well as peak flexion of the right hip. The older 

adults and younger adults were not different in any variable, but trends were noted with lower 

variability and greater excursion of thigh flexion for the younger adults and older adults who had 

not fallen. Manuscript 2 explored the results of the three groups of older adults who were trained 

with attentional focus cues or were part of the control group. The group that received IF training 

cues were unchanged for all seven variables of the AccWalker phone app over the twenty-week 

intervention. In addition, the headshake (HS) condition was unchanged for all seven AccWalker 

variables over the twenty-week intervention for all three groups. SD stride time, SD peak 

flexion, and COV peak flexion (variability) increased during training for both eyes open (EO) 

and eyes closed (EC) conditions, but dropped in the retention phase for EF condition only. Thigh 

ROM decreased for both control and EF in training but increased for EF only in retention. These 

results imply a delayed response with EF training, but no effect for IF training. 

Manuscript 3 investigated the correlation of the variables of standardized tests with the 

phone variables, and found the Timed Up and Go, Functional Gait Assessment, ABC Scale and 

Berg Balance Scale were correlated to Thigh ROM and Mean Peak Flexion with all conditions 

(EO, EC, HS), as well as with step timing variability for FGA and Berg in headshake and eyes 

closed condition. Grip strength only correlated with the training time frame of the study, but not 

with balance testing. Grip may be uncorrelated if changes of aging in the upper extremity have 

disparity to the changes of lower extre
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION 

 
 

As a population, adults in the United States are expected to live an average of 78.7 years 

(Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2015; Kochanek et al., 2017). Our lifespan has 

increased in expected length since the 1900’s, at which point adults in the United States lived an 

average of 49 years (Arias, 2007). Additionally, worldwide the number of adults who are over 

the age of 65 as of 2015 was 8.5%, projected to be 12% as of 2030 and 16.7% by 2050 (He et al., 

2016). 
 

This increase in life expectancy has come in part from accomplishments in the field of 

public health, which is defined as a research-based promotion of safe and healthful standards of 

living (American Public Health Association, 2018). According to many experts, falls are a 

public health concern since older adults have a higher risk for a fall (Anderson et al, 2012; 

Schiller, Kramarow and Dey, 2007; US Department of Health and Human Services, 2014) and 

the risk increases with greater age (US Census Bureau, 2014; Toebes et al., 2012) beginning at 

age 65 (Stevens, 2010; Sherrington et al., 2008). There is reason for labeling falls a public health 

concern given the proportion of years of higher fall risk as compared with the expected lifespan. 

Causative factors for a fall can be numerous, but often the fall risk is compounded by the 

presence of multiple risk factors, particularly with older adults who live in the community 

(Tinetti, 1988; Sherrington et al., 2008). An example might be an older adult who lives alone, 

has medication for chronic pain (which can decrease reaction time and increase the risk of a fall), 

and has also experienced a decrease in lower body strength (Delabaere et al., 2010; Rubenstein, 

2006). The consequences and costs of falls are numerous, and are becoming more concerning 

since the incidence of falls is expected to increase as the population ages, and as larger numbers 
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of adults survive into older ages (Lajoie & Gallagher, 2004). Strategies to address the issue of 

community-dwelling adults at risk to fall have been varied, since individual elements of fall risk 

have been targeted in each project. 

The expected outcome of a successful fall program is to reduce the numbers of falls that 

the participants will experience (Sherrington et al., 2008), although a number of measures of 

physical function and balance are often collected as well to serve as surrogates for fall risk 

measurement (Wrisley et al., 2004; Berg et al., 1992). For example, the measurement of grip 

strength has been deemed a global indicator of strength (Litchfield, 2013), and is associated with 

fall risk (Syddall et al., 2009). Despite all the effort made to collect information on falls after an 

intervention, the observation has been made that serious fall injuries have not been managed by 

fall interventions nor have fall rates been impacted (Gardner et al., 2000; Ma et al., 2019). 

Traditional approaches to fall risk management have therefore had to evolve to address the needs 

of a growing aging population (He et al., 2016) and now are including new technology to assess 

fall risk. 

One strategy that has emerged for balance and mobility testing is to use portable sensors 

to serve as a surrogate for more expensive laboratory technology, such as the APDM (APDM, 

Portland, Oregon) and Gait Up Systems (Mindmaze, Lausanne, Switzerland). These sensors 

gather dense sets of data on gait kinematics, but they have limitations. The first generation 

APDM sensors require proximity to a monitor for data capture, although the system is portable to 

locations outside of a laboratory. Both the Gait Up and APDM sensors are limited in 

biomechanical parameters and proximity to the data collection/recording sensors. 

The next generation of mobility measurement with portability is smartphone technology 
 

(Habib et al., 2014; Kuznetsov et al., 2018). The smartphone contains a gyroscope, 
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magnetometer, and accelerometer to measure rotational and linear movement. While there have 

been several applications developed to measure static balance (Patterson et al., 2014; Patterson et 

al.,2014; Amick et al., 2015; Roeing et al., 2017), Rhea et al. (2017), were the first to develop an 

app (named AccWalker) specifically designed to measure characteristics of dynamic balance 

control. AccWalker has been validated against gold standard motion capture equipment 

(Kuznetsov et al., 2018) and its clinical utility was shown by measuring changes in dynamic 

balance control after repeated sub-concussive blast exposure in a military population (Rhea et al., 

2018; Baillie et al., 2018). While the initial deployment of the app was for military health 

monitoring, AccWalker is agnostic to etiology of the balance changes. Thus, it can be utilized in 

any population where objective dynamic balance measurement is desired, which could 

complement existing subjective clinical and perceptual measurements of functional balance. The 

app could be used to not only identify differences between groups in the general population with 

respect to dynamic balance control and its relation to fall-risk, but it could also be used to 

monitor changes in balance for participants enrolled in a balance intervention. 

Such an intervention was completed at UNCG, where 79 participants were enrolled in 12- 

week clinical trial balance training program that tested the efficacy of attentional focus cues to 

reduce fall-risk. The volunteers were assigned to one of the three groups (external focus, internal 

focus, and control), with the external focus group (N=31) received cues during their balance 

training to focus on factors outside their body (i.e., keep the wobble board level), the internal 

focus group (N=26) received cues to focus on body-centered cues (i.e., keep their feet level), and 

the control group (N=22) received no balance training. This intervention included subjective 

clinical and perceptual measurements of balance and fall-risk, as well as strength measurements, 

so the addition of AccWalker to the study helped to enhance its’ scope by adding an objective 
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way to measure and monitor dynamic balance control. Therefore, the three specific aims and 

associated hypotheses for this study were: 

• Specific Aim 1: Determine the extent to which measures of the AccWalker dynamic 

balance task differed between older adult fallers, older adult non-fallers, and younger 

adult non-fallers. 

o Hypothesis 1: AccWalker metrics would be slowest and most variable in the 

older adult faller group and the fastest and least variable in the younger adult non- 

faller group, while the older adult non-faller group presented in the middle. 

• Specific Aim 2: Determined the extent to which AccWalker measures of dynamic 

balance were enhanced after a 12-week attentionally focused balance training program 

for older adult fallers. 

o Hypothesis 2: AccWalker metrics for the older adult fallers would shift toward 

the values of the older adult non-fallers after the 12-week balance training 

program the most for participants in the external focus group, followed by the 

internal focus group, with no changes expected in the control group. 

• Specific Aim 3: Determine the extent to which changes in AccWalker dynamic balance 

measures across a 12-week attentionally focused balance training program related to 

clinical/perceptual assessments of balance, as well as strength. 

o Hypothesis 3: Clinical/perceptual assessments of balance, as well as strength 

would be significantly associated with AccWalker balance measures 
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CHAPTER II: REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
 
 

 

Overview 

 
 

This literature review focuses on eight major topics: (1) defining balance, falls, and 

public health concerns, (2) variability in human systems, (3) physiological complexity and the 

health effects of aging, (4) scope of the problem with older adult falls, (5) fall risk interventions, 

(6) variables for testing fall risk and global strength, (7) current technology for mobility and fall 

assessment, and (8) attentional focus in motor learning. These eight topics serve as the 

foundation for my dissertation topic. 

 
Definitions 

 
 

Balance 

 
 

Balance control is defined as the ability to maintain the center of mass (COM) within the 

base of support (BOS) in both static and dynamic contexts. Greater balance is the ability to 

displace the COM further within (or beyond) the BOS before becoming unstable or falling 

(Pollock et al., 1999). Pollock’s group further observed that this control of balance is specific to 

living beings inherently, since inanimate objects have no control to mitigate the loss of the line 

of gravity over the base of support, but this ability is essential for safe mobility to humans since 

the COM can routinely move outside the BOS in dynamic tasks, including walking. Failure to 

modify the BOS in a timely fashion can lead to a fall, making the COM-BOS interaction vitally 

important in the context of fall-risk. 
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Falls 

 
 

Falls are defined in many ways in the literature, including the loss of balance or 

equilibrium of the COM within (or outside) the BOS (Pollock, Durward & Rowe, 1999), as an 

incident involving coming to rest on the ground or lower level (Sattin, 1992), as a syndrome that 

accounts for all the functional changes and environmental hazards (Sattin, 1992), as unintended 

or involuntary (Hauer et al., 2006; Houry et al., 2016), as an injury (Sattin, 1992). The definition 

of falls has been noted in a meta-analysis of fall research as being inconsistently defined in the 

literature, as well as inconsistently included/excluded in those research studies (Hauer et al., 

2006). Falls have at times been categorized as “countable” only when the body touches the 

floor, as to when the fall has occurred in relationship to the research period, as to whether a 

medical condition contributed, whether environment played a part, and whether external forces 

contributed (Hauer et al., 2006). 

 
Public Health Concern 

 
 

Public health is a field of evidence-based research related to the identification of causes 

of death and identifying risk factors for illness and injury that will reduce quality of life and 

increase risks to possessing good health (Anderson et al., 2012). The American Public Health 

Association (APHA) is the organization that promotes good health and safety for the entire 

population in order to avoid the onset of disease or injury (APHA, 2018). The experts for the 

multidisciplinary approach to public health management might include educators who teach 

disease prevention at schools, inspectors for safety in work places and elected officials who 

create laws to enforce the safety and health standards that prevent food-borne illness and 
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automotive safety (APHA, 2018). The APHA guidelines for wellness include education about 

behavior risks, disease management and prevention of injury at work and home. The incidence 

of an illness or injury from an event that might be avoided is termed a public health concern 

(Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2017), and are determined by the prevalence of 

validating research, with either the acknowledgement of the issue by the government or field 

experts in that area. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC, 2018) collect health 

data to define a public health concern, as well as the National Institute on Aging (National 

Institute of Health, 2018) for older adults. The health outcomes of interest to these agencies 

include health care, the effects of being sick and disabled chronically, injury, cognitive and 

physical changes of aging (NIA, 2018). Anderson and her co-authors (2012) credit public health 

experts for older adults having attained expectations of better longevity while having placed 

them in a higher health risk category based on the effects of aging increasing fall risk. 

The risk for falls is greater for women (Stevens et al., 2006) in part due to greater life 

expectancy being age 80 as compared to men at 74.7 based on 2003 statistics (Centers for 

Disease Control and Prevention, 2003), as well as greater age increasing frailty and muscle 

wasting or sarcopenia (DiMonaco et al., 2014). The risk for a fall-related death is increasing: 

the leading causes of death from 1980 to 2016 rose from 24,844 deaths in 1980 to 53,141 in 2016 

(Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2017). Further, more adults are moving into this 

age range over 65 as the Baby Boomers have reached this category as of 2011 (Anderson et al., 

2012), along with greater longevity. The policymakers, according to Anderson and co-authors, 

have begun to work on this concern for providing all the resources to stem the “unheralded 

public health priority.” Quantifying the variables as well as understanding the structure of the 

observations of data will help to describe the relationship of the variables to fall risk. 
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Variability in Human Systems 

 
 

Variability is defined as a mathematical concept which can describe data time-series 

measured from physiological measures or mobility (Hausdorff, 2007), where the observations 

are described as a “pattern of variation over time” (Bravi et al., 2011). The variability of heart 

rates, stride times, lung function, and even fluctuations of blood cell count can be described with 

variability metrics. There are two large categories of variability measures that can explain the 

meaning of the data in very different ways, which includes nonlinear and linear analyses. Both 

have utility but require some defining of the terms to outline the purposes and limitations of the 

metrics. 

 
Nonlinear 

 
 

Hausdorff (2007) describes nonlinear variability of movement as the degree to which the 

data fluctuates over time, such as the magnitude of stride time—defined as the time from the 

right heel landing on the floor to cycle through to right heel landing again. Hausdorff observed 

that data for stride time has a range of variation that is typical for healthy younger adults. Bravi 

et al. (2011) describes the assessment of the quality of time series, specifically for physiological 

data such as heart rates, in which the degree of variation can indicate the health of the host. 

According to Bravi et al. (2011), a decrement in the structure of data indicates a loss of 

health such as which occurs with aging and pathology, where no similarity of measures in either 

local or long-range trends exist. The presence of the long- and short-range trends is termed 

fractal behavior by the data, indicating the data shows repeating patterns on many scales of time. 
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An example would be stride time data with greater variability for people who showed a tendency 

to fall, versus adults who have not sustained a fall event (Hausdorff, 2007). 

The typical expectation for adults who have declined in physiological health is that the 

data becomes very random, indicating a loss of complexity which is described in the next section 

(Hausdorff, 2007). For some measures of trends, such as detrended fluctuation analysis, there 

must be a significant amount of data, at least 600 data points in gait stride time, to use the metric 

to characterize the data accurately (Chang et al., 2009). For shorter data sets, more traditional 

(i.e., linear) measures of variability are appropriate. 

Linear 

 
 

Data can be described in linear terms, with measures of mean, standard deviation (SD) 

and coefficient of variation (Howell, 2013). The meanings of these metrics are very distinct. The 

mean of the data, according to Howell, is a single value that represents the data, providing an 

average of the numbers. To get a better picture of the variability of the data, the standard 

deviation represents the spread of numbers from the mean, and the larger the standard deviation 

is, the larger the spread of the data from the mean. This larger standard deviation represents 

greater variability of a group. Specifically, the SD is the square root of the variance, which is 

derived from taking the mean value of the data and subtracting it from each value, and then 

squaring all the demeaned values, and finally averaging all the squared numbers. Coefficient of 

variation is the value of standard deviation divided by the mean, and the value of this metric is 

that these numbers are useful for comparison between data with very different means (Howell, 

2013). 
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These measures of variability are useful regardless of the length of data and reduce the 

data variability into a single computation to compare groups more straightforwardly. The overall 

meaning of data variability in characterizing a group is that the greater numbers of observations 

that deviate away from the mean versus more homogenous data is that the physiological state of 

health of an organism can be observed from these numbers (Hausdorff, 2007). 

 

Physiological Complexity and the Health Effects of Aging 

 
 

Research related to quality of health for older adults and quality of movement has 

demonstrated that the two areas of physiology interact with each other, according to Lipsitz 

(2002). This specifically means that for humans the regulation of blood pressure, hormones, 

heart patterns, and brain activity occur on individual scales of timing, and must work on a 

cooperative basis for survival, which has been termed homeodynamics (Lipsitz, 2002). The 

impairment of control of these physiological systems impacts gait control, such that reduced 

inter-regulation of a physiological system will be accompanied by less healthy or adaptive gait 

patterns (Hausdorff, 2007). It has been observed by Lipsitz (2002) that younger adults can 

regain control of a “perturbation” of the physiological system, termed reactive tuning, more 

readily than older adults. 

Manor and Lipsitz (2013) further note that aging itself is the source of loss of complexity 

or adaptability, and that the losses are from both the coupling of the parts of the physiological 

system as well as the degrading of the structure of physiology itself. Manor and Lipsitz illustrate 

these principles with postural sway data from both younger and older adults, noting that the 

fastest response to shifting postures occurs with healthy older adults as compared to adults who 

have suffered neurological brain injury or have impaired leg sensation. Manor et al. (2013) 
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report that the temporal characteristics of older adult brains decrease in complexity, including 

cognitive function, with correlations between attention, memory, orientation and verbal fluency 

with brain injury. The loss of complexity results in greater time to capture balance control with 

older adults once a shift has occurred, but interventions that benefit timing of regaining control 

are possible even for adults who have sustained a stroke event, have peripheral neuropathy or 

other age-related changes of complexity (Manor & Lipsitz, 2013), 

The development of decreased complexity can increase fall risk (Lockhart & Liu, 2009), 

which the authors posit may help to identify those who are at higher risk of a fall. Additionally, 

the adults who are at higher risk of a fall are noted to have both temporal and spatially different 

gait parameters than either younger healthy or older healthy adults. Also, in the work of Manor 

and Lipsitz (2013), the observation is made that one measure of complexity cannot represent the 

whole physiological system and make the case to consider both the temporal and spatial 

parameters of mobility. The authors also define adults whose systems are becoming less 

complex as being frail, characterizing them as people who have begun to walk slower, who move 

and eat less, and who are losing weight and muscle mass. 

Toebes at al. (2012) report a relationship between fall risk and local short term-instability 

(taking a first step) in older adults resulting from decreased complexity, noting this finding with 

adults who were only 50-75 years old. These results were noted with accelerometer data on the 

trunk and interpreted by looking for increased variability over a course of several steps with 

angular acceleration of the trunk and the timing of acceleration of the body during standing tasks. 

This is congruent with the suggestion of Manor and Lipsitz (2013) that more than one measure of 

complexity is needed to represent the risk of a fall. 
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Scope of the Problem with Older Adult Falls 

 
 

Incidence and Prevalence in Community Populations 

 
 

Falls have become regrettably common, and 30% or more of older adults past age 65 

falling every year (West et al., 2014), and the risk increasing with age. According to He et al. 

(2016), there are projections that 236 million people in the world will reach age 65 in the next 

ten years. This will turn into 1.6 billion people in the world population by 2050, creating a large 

bank of people who are likely to fall each year. Specifically, the United States had an increase in 

the percentage of the population that was over 65 (AJPH, 2012). 

 
Causes of Falls 

 
 

Numerous contributors to a fall are possible, potentially including physical changes of 

aging (Di Monaco et al., 2012; Roeing et al., 2017; Di Monaco et al., 2014), environmental risks 

(Rubenstein, 2006), risky behaviors (CDC, 2015), cognitive changes (Shumway-Cook et al., 

1997; Mirelman et al., 2012), medication (CDC, 2015), inactivity related to anxiety about falling 

(Berg et al., 1992), changes in observed stability of gait and balance (Toebes et al., 2011; 

Agrawal et al., 2009), the process of aging (Bird et al., 2013), chronic illness (healthypeople.gov, 

2018) and limited physical assistance to meet the challenges of aging (Berland et al., 2012). 

One of the most common sources of falls is an environmental hazard, defined as an object 

within a home or layout of the place where the fall occurs contribute to a fall (Sattin, 1992). This 

could include loose throw rugs, threshold heights, cords, poor flooring quality, poor stair design, 

lack of hand railing or grab bars, dim lighting, piled up objects or clutter, slippery floor and 

bathroom surfaces, poor/ill-fitting/worn footwear, and missing/inappropriate walking assistive 
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devices (Sattin, 1992; Houry et al., 2016). It has been noted by Rubenstein (2006) that the 

changes of aging in combination with environmental hazards are truly the source of fall risk. 

Cognitive changes of dementia have been linked to falls (Lajoie & Gallagher, 2004; 

Houry et al., 2015). Fall rates are much higher with dementia than cognitively intact adults, and 

additionally adults who have dementia and fall are more likely to sustain an injury (West et al., 

2014). This may stem from the fact that the steps to respond to a perturbation increase in time to 

complete in older adult population as compared to younger adults, due to the processing time for 

each step (Lajoie et al., 2004). It has also been noted that fall risk is also connected to changes in 

executive function, as quantified by reductions in memory, attention time, reaction time, and 

hand-eye coordination (Mirelman et al., 2012). Mirelman and her co-authors further noted 

increased variability of gait and reduced gait speed with dual-tasking in older adults who had 

experienced cognitive decline. In addition, the relationship between executive function and 

attention exists, in which Yogev-Seligmann et al. (2007) note that focused attention with gait is 

essential and not automatic, requiring higher-level cognitive input. Yogev-Seligmann and co- 

authors also note impairment of gait with dual-tasking for older adults, more for those with 

cognitive impairment but also with healthy older adults. Lezak (2008) defines executive 

function as assisting with voluntary movement, motor planning, moving purposefully and 

performance, but may also include inhibition of cognitive function to control attentional 

resources. This links behavior to attention according to Yogev-Seligmann et al. (2007). 

Chronic illnesses can be large influences on fall risk, depending on the types of effects 

that the illness entails. For example, orthostatic hypotension, or blood pressure that suddenly 

declines more than 20 mm Hg of the systolic value upon standing, can be a result of cardiac 

function, diabetes or medications (Rubenstein, 2006). Parkinson’s disease might lead to changes 
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in gait control, which in turn can increase fall risk (Hausdorff, 2007). Impairments in vision, 

proprioception, and the vestibular system, as well as control of muscle reactions, are implicated 

in fall risk (Rubenstein, 2006). 

The physical changes of aging have been documented in many pieces of literature, and 

include decline of strength (Bohannon, 1997; Syddall et al., 2009) and often the measures of 

strength are compared to fall risk where declines in key muscle strength measures are noted 

along with worsening balance or functional test measures (Syddall et al., 2009; Rubenstein, 

2006). Syddall and co-authors studied the relationship of grip strength to falls, noting that not 

only did the adults who had greater grip strength tend to fall less, but that a relationship between 

grip strength and socioeconomic status exists. 

Buchner et al. (1997) reported that while fall rates were lower with older adults who 

performed an exercise intervention versus those in a control group, the adults who performed 

strength and endurance training did not change balance testing measures. Buchner’s work 

implies that there might be more at work to influence balance than just simple strength. Bird et 

al. (2013) describe the increase in postural sway in the medial and lateral directions for older 

community-dwelling adults over a three year period where strength training activities also 

declined. The participants were measured for leg strength of the knee extensors and ankle 

dorsiflexors, and these measures did decline as well over the three years. Numerous studies of 

reaction time have been published to state that older adults have slower responses as compared to 

younger adults, perhaps being a key measure of the health of the central nervous system (Lajoie 

& Gallagher, 2004). 
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Costs of Falling 

 
 

Falls are dangerous, potentially leading to injury such as a fracture (Di Monaco et al., 

2012, disability (West et al., 2014), muscle loss (Di Monaco et al., 2012), fear of risking an 

injury (Myers et al., 1998), self-imposed immobility over fall experiences (Myers et al., 1998; 

Delbaere et al., 2010), loss of independence (Lajoie & Gallagher, 2004), expensive medical care 

(Burns et al., 2016; CDC, 2018), social isolation (Myers et al., 1988), increased cost related to 

requiring paid help for daily activities (Mellor, 2001; National Association of Social Workers, 

2010), and even a risk of death (Di Monaco et al., 2014; Gardner, Robertson & Campbell, 2000). 

Falls are a notable source of injury and Tinetti et al. (1988) reported that five percent of 

falls for older adults had associated fractures. More recently, Di Monaco et al. (2012) still note a 

significant incidence of fractures associated with falls especially related to muscle wasting 

(sarcopenia) from aging. The finding of sarcopenia is related to fall risk and bone weakness, 

which increase the likelihood of a hip fracture from a fall, according to Di Marco and authors. 

Wrist fractures are possible if the older adult uses the arm to break a forward or backward fall 

(Rubenstein, 2006) and tend to occur more with 65-75-year-old adults, whereas hip fractures are 

more often seen with older aged adults. Rubenstein posits that the slowing of reflexes of older 

adults accounts for the difficulty in controlling a fall and tends to increase the likelihood of a hip 

fracture rather than a wrist fracture. Palvanen et al. (2000) note that because there are 

osteoporotic changes in bone with older adults, particularly women, there is an increased risk of 

fracture with lower energy falls. Falls were the source of nearly all upper extremity fractures in a 

study of older adults by Palvanen and co-authors and were clearly most effectively reduced by 

mitigating fall risk. 
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Fall events are injurious in many cases and can lead to disabling physical changes. 
 

According to West et al. (2014), older adults hospitalized for a hip fracture are as likely as not to 

recover: 50% of them will not regain prior mobility levels. One third of adults will need help to 

manage basic bathing and dressing after a fall, and would likely need help for at least six months, 

according to West and her co-authors. Disability is the reason for 96% of nursing home 

admissions according to West et al., and Burns, Stevens and Lee (2016) note that 20% of falls 

are injurious enough to lead to prolonged medical and rehabilitative care such as is provided at a 

nursing home. The deficits in mobility and independence that lead to increased risk of admission 

to skilled care include dressing and bathing, difficulty walking and difficulty with community 

mobility (West et al., 2014). 

As a result of the reduced mobility of a fall, social contact can be lost or severely 

compromised. Myers et al. (1988) report increased depression over a concern for falling, 

resulting from lost social interaction. Surprisingly, even when social contact is not reduced, 

there can still be feelings of isolation (Hajek & Konig, 2017) possibly related to self-esteem and 

a true reduction in physical activity that often accompanies the fall event. Hajek et al. identified 

that family and friends were actually involved with older adults who had sustained a fall, but the 

adults who sustained the fall did not perceive them as being connected possibly related to the 

self-isolation from social and physical activities. Hajek and Konig use the examples of biking 

and walking outdoors or traveling with others as a partial compilation of lost social activities 

after a fall. The authors do note that with greater disability comes a higher likelihood of family 

and friends reducing contact, especially with older adults in institutional care. 

The loss of independence after a fall has been noted by Lajoie and Gallagher (2004) 
 

which the authors note is not related to physical health as much as the event of a fall. Healthy 
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individuals have been noted to self-restrict activity and by the reduction in variety of activity are 

creating “fear of falling syndrome” that might result in debility and a need to ask for more help 

with daily activities. The reduction in confidence can be quantified in the Activities-Specific 

6Balance Confidence Scale (Myers et al., 1988) with specific quantification of the likelihood of 

sustaining a fall. 

Increased costs of a fall therefore could include additional paid help for home-based 

services to perform daily activities that are not comfortable or physically possible for an older 

adult. Van Houtven and Norton (2004) describe older adults who have adult children who quit 

their jobs to care for older relatives. The authors estimate in 2004 dollars that up to $13,000.00 

is lost per adult caregiver factoring in education and likelihood of fully quitting a job, but also 

will cost taxpayer revenue of $2,945 from lost wages. Home care attendants who are certified 

nursing assistants cost $31,163 to $32,725 for older adults at risk of poor outcomes without 

additional help over a 24-week period, according to Naylor et al. (1999). Kitchener et al. (2005) 

report that Medicaid spending for home care services was flat at the end of the 1990’s, but costs 

expanded significantly to outpace inflation, with $21 billion in costs averaging $5,000 to 

$217,000 per participant in 2001. Similarly, in 2012 costs for a single incidence of a loss of 

balance costing for outpatient care $65,379 for men over age 85 and $170,675 for women over 

age 85 (Burns, Stevens & Lee, 2016). While the cost of hospitalization or emergency care is 

higher, this expense is still concerning since around 40% of adults over the age of 80 sustain a 

fall each year (Rubenstein, 2006). 

With these higher numbers of incidence there is also an increased risk of death from the 

injuries of a fall. The research of Berland, Gundersen and Bentsen (2012) was to explore home 

care nursing concerns relative to patient safety and found that when an older adult had already 
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sustained two or more falls, the risk of death was higher. According to Close et al. (2011), a 

group of adults who came through the Emergency Department of a Sydney, AU hospital had 

0.3% expire from a fall-related injury in the Emergency service, but another 5.4% to 8.1% 

expired from injuries while admitted to the hospital from the ED (depending on previous level of 

independence prior to the fall). 

Deaths related to falls are increasing: the rate of deaths after a fall has increased between 

2007 and 2016 by 31%, and is growing in frequency the most for adults over the age of 85 

(Burns & Kakara, 2018), with about 30,000 adults dying from a fall-related injury in 2016. 

Proportionally, older men are more likely to expire from a fall while women have more falls 

overall. Burns and Kakara (2018) posit that the source of the falls may be more related to risky 

behavior in men, thereby increasing the risk of death from the fall. 

 

Fall Risk Interventions 

 
 

Successes 

 
 

The work toward reducing fall risk in older adult populations has taken a number of 

directions, as evidenced by meta-analyses of fall risk interventions (Sherrington et al., 2008; 

Tricco et al., 2017). The multifactorial meta-analysis published by Tricco et al. (2017) found 

that exercise alone worked best for fall reduction—more than studies with environmental 

assessment, vision care, or medical usual care—in a study of greater than 40,000 participants. In 

the compendium of fall interventions published by the Centers for Disease Control and 

Prevention (Stevens, 2010), exercise interventions that include Tai Chi, the Otago balance 

exercise program, and strength training were outlined with evidence of short-range success in 
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reduction of falls. In the study of Tai Chi conducted by Li et al. (2008), the adults were assigned 

modified poses to be done for 60 minutes a day with taped instructions for home and classes with 

instructors over a 12-week intervention. The participants were able to maintain their gains in 

balance testing over a 12-week post-intervention retesting, as well as having no further falls. 

The locations for the T’ai Chi programs developed by Li et al. for community-dwelling adults 

were chosen to continue on with programming for the participants and other community 

members after the interventions were done in order to expand the intervention to more adults. 

The prospective study conducted by Delbaere et al. (2010) included 500 older adults and 

proposed to identify factors related to falls over the 12 months of the project. The risk factors 

studied included executive function, balance as measured by one leg standing and postural sway 

on a foam mat, vision, psychological assessment, and resources available to the participants to 

assist quality of life. Delbaere et al. noted 166 participants had fallen in the year after baseline 

assessment and found direct effect of exercise toward mitigating fall risk but observed that 

awareness of decline in executive function should inform the delivery of exercise to manage fall 

risk. Delbaere’s group recognized that executive function was related to fall risk, but the 

research did not include a direct measure of how exercise impacted fall risk. 

The conclusions of a review of strength training studies by Sherrington et al. (2008) were 

noteworthy in recognizing that while exercise interventions were positive for reducing falls, 

there were reasons to think that falls might be better managed with balance interventions. The 

authors felt that exercises that challenged balance were a better fall risk manager than general 

strengthening. Additionally, walking programs were not helpful and instead the intensity of the 

exercise interventions needed to be sufficient to get the benefit to increasing balance. 
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Failures 

 
 

While many interventions for falls are published, there are many that pose unanswered 

questions about how the interventions affect fall rates. One such study noted we do not 

necessarily know what outcomes of exercises in particular are affecting falls (Buchner et al., 

1997) nor do we understand dosing for exercises, which specific muscles to strengthen, or what 

types of exercise are the most advantageous to reduce fall rates (Buchner et al., 1997). Fall rates 

have remained high in older adult populations in the US (Rubenstein, 2006), and the benefits of 

interventions are not being maintained after they end (Gardner et al., 2000) due to lack of 

information about the cost of continuation of the interventions, and how to translate study 

population findings to general populations (Buchner et al., 1997). Further, the observation that 

effective fall interventions are multi-factorial (Houry, Florence, Baldwin, Stevens & McClure, 

2015) has been noted by a number of research groups (Centers for Disease Control and 

Prevention, 2018), and therefore the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention has published 

the STEADI (Stopping Elderly Accidents, Deaths and Injuries) toolkit for primary care 

physicians. The STEADI contains testing information and handouts for physicians to give 

geriatric clients who present with a fall history, but Houry et al. note that the doctors are not 

implementing these guidelines into practice very often. This failure results in the patients not 

being referred to community balance programs, which are essential for screening fall risk, 

providing balance and strengthening exercises, and evidenced-based education along with 

trained staff to monitor clients over time. 
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Variables for Testing Fall Risk and Global Strength 

 
 

The following section outlies common clinical and perceptual tests to measure fall risk 

and global strength, including the Berg Balance Scale, Timed Up and Go, Activities-Specific 

Balance Confidence Scale, Functional Gait Assessment, and grip strength testing. 

 
Berg Balance Scale 

 
 

The Berg Balance Scale is a fourteen-item assessment of both static and dynamic balance 

challenges, which was expected to represent older adults who used varied assistive devices for 

walking support (Berg et al., 1992). The populations used to validate the scale were recruited 

from residential care facilities, especially those participants who required an assistive device, to 

proportionally get a third who needed a walker and a third with a cane to walk. The scale was 

validated by using a combination of standardized clinical testing with the balance portion of the 

Tinetti scale (Tinetti et al., 1988), using postural sway data from a static and mobile force plate 

with both eyes open and closed, and used the Timed Up and Go. The Berg Scale elements were 

most similar to the clinical testing portions (see Figure 3 for score details), but the mobile force 

plate anterior-posterior shifting task was also correlated with the Berg test elements (Berg et al., 

1992). 

Timed Up and Go 

 

The Timed Up and Go (TUG) was developed by Podsiadlo and Richardson (1991) to 

update the “Get Up and Go” test of Mathias et al. (1986), by using a timing outcome instead of a 

quality indicator of gait in terms of fall risk. The TUG is a timed measure of speed to stand from 

a standard armchair, walk 3 meters, turn and walk back to sit down. The test is timed from the 
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moment the command to stand is given until the participant sits down. Podsiadlo et al. used 60 

frail older adults (mean age 79.5 years) who were instructed to use their customary walking 

shoes, to walk at their normal gait speed and to use any walking device needed. 

The participants were tested along with a group of healthy older adults over the age of 70 

(N=10). No assistance was permitted for the test time to be recorded. Cross-testing with other 

experts was done for validity and repeated over several weeks for reliability. The Barthel Index 

of Activities of Daily Living (Mahoney & Barthel, 1965), Berg Balance Scale (Berg et al., 1992) 

and a 20 meter timed walk were used to correlate to the data of the TUG to determine that gait 

speed, daily activity independence, and balance. Podsiadlo and Richardson had concluded that 

the scores of adults who walk independently require 20 seconds or less for the task, but if they 

require 30 seconds or more to complete the task, they tend to need assistance to walk (see Figure 

3 for score details). More recently, the literature by Shumway-Cook et al. (2000) describes a 

clear distinction at 13 seconds or less as being a significantly lower fall risk for TUG 

performance. 

 
Activities-Specific Balance Confidence Scale 

 

The Activities-Specific Balance Confidence Scale (ABC) was developed by Myers et al. 

(1998) to differentiate fear of falling in older adults with moderate to high physical function by 

grading difficulty of tasks from indoors to outside. The decline in physical function that occurs 

with self-limited behavior is related to increasing fall risk, as represented by the average of the 

16 items on the test as ranked from 0-100% confidence about not losing balance during 

performance of the tasks. The authors interviewed the participants about falls prior to the study, 

and drew from community dwelling populations in exercise classes, from research participants, 
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from retirement home residents and from adults who had been given total joint replacements of 

hips or knees. The pre-testing and one year follow up of participants showed correlation 

between Timed Up and Go scores, those with associated health or age risk of fall, and those who 

had already experienced a fall. The two variables that were found to most correlate to the ABC 

scale were current physical activity and perceived health, including weight (Myers et al., 1998). 

The general cutoff scores were 60 or lower for low functioning adults and 80 or higher tended to 

be high functioning adults with less self-limiting behavior (see Figure 3). 

 
Functional Gait Assessment 

 

The Functional Gait Assessment (FGA) was set up to assess adults with vestibular 

disorders and was modeled from the Dynamic Gait Index (DGI), which was developed to 

examine gait tasks with challenges of control of posture (Wrisley et al., 2004). The FGA was 

created to increase the number of challenges from the DGI, and also was a test with a greater 

point score total to decrease ceiling effects for higher level adults. The added challenges of the 

FGA were closed eyes during gait, narrow based gait and the backward walk task. Owing to the 

increased difficulty of the testing process, it was determined by validating the FGA that 

vestibular disorders were detectable with lower FGA scores. The FGA was especially useful for 

younger adults with vestibular changes, and the authors note that younger adults with vestibular 

deficits are not different with DGI scores versusthe FGA scores. The drawback of the original 

study by Wrisley et al. (1998) was the limited population of six people with vestibular disorders 

that was chosen for the ten raters to rank to compare the results for reliability. The following 

table delineates the specific values of the testing processes, including strength, that are 

recognized in literature as the level of determination for higher fall risk or normative values. 
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These scores are standardized and validated for adult populations according to the noted citations 

(Table 1). 

Table1. Critical and normative values for strength and balance screens for older adults, based on 
validation and reliability testing of the noted literature. Strength measures are in mean pounds 
with confidence intervals for each age range, with the limitation of older adults beyond age 75 in 
aggregate. Test values have no units 

 

Balance/Strength Tests Literature Range of Scores Normal Range 

Berg Balance Assessment Berg et al., 1992 0-56 on 14 items 43 or less 

higher fall risk 

Functional Gait Assessment Wrisley et al., 2004 0-30 on 10 items 23 is lower limit 

for higher fall risk 

 

Activities Specific Balance 
Confidence Scale 

 

Schepens et al., 
2010 

 

Myers et al., 1998 
Powell and Myers, 
1995 

 

0-100% on each with totals 
averaged 

 
 

0-50 low 

50-80 moderate 
80+ high 

 

Timed Up and Go 
Podsiadlo and 
Richardson, 1991 

 
Bohannon, 2006 

 

0-max number seconds 
 

13 or less carries lower risk 

   Men 65 to 69 L hand 
  0-max effort for each 84.3 (70.6–97.9) 
  position in lbs, bilaterally Women 65 to 69 L hand 
 Bohannon et al., measured 50.4 (43.1–57.7) 

Grip Strength Test 2006  Men 65-69 R hand 
   91.9(78.1–105.7) 
   Women 65-69 R hand 
 Ashton and Myers,  56.5 (49.6–63.4) 
 2003  Men 70-74 L hand 
   79.9(66.9–92.9) 
   Women 70-74 L hand 
   49.5 (42.1–56.8) 
   Men 70-74 R hand 
   84.3(70.5–98.0) 
   Women 70-74 R hand 
   53.4 (45.6–61.3) 
   Men 75+ L hand 
   65.6(54.7–76.4) 
   Women 75+ L hand 
   36.1 (32.3–40.0) 
   Men 75+ R hand 
   61.7(55.2–68.4) 
   Women 75+ R hand 
   39.6 (35.3–43.9) 
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Grip Strength Testing 

 

Numerous pieces of literature note that strength in older adults decreases as age increases. 
 

In a cross-sectional project involving older and younger adults, Bohannon (1997) tested leg 

strength of key hip, knee and ankle groups assessing both men and women on both legs, noting 

declines in all muscle groups over the decades of the populations. Bohannon et al. (2006) note 

that measures of grip strength decline over the decades of life, peaking at 30-34 years and 

steadily declining by decade thereafter. The grip strength measures are considered to be a 

surrogate for general strength of adults (Sallinen et al., 2010), and are considered a valid 

indicator of future disability in older adults. Sallinen and co-authors note that for adults over age 

55, the grip strength levels indicating likely future disability are 30 kilograms for men and 20 

kilograms for women, using a test position of 110 degrees flexion of the testing arm elbow. 

Ashton and Myers (2003) favor a 90 degree angle at the elbow (Figure 4) based on their 

literature review. Based on For the Bohannon study (1997), the chart values by decade indicate 

peak grip strength at 25-29 years old and have a major decline in strength after age 75. The 

grouping of grip measures over age 75 leaves a potential gap of information to know where the 

sharpest declines begin. 

In fact, grip strength was more strongly associated with recovery after hip fracture than 

appendicular muscle strength of all four limbs (Di Monaco et al., 2014) for women with no 

cognitive impairments. These women were screened for walking time and functional mobility 

before and after rehabilitation, and there was noted a significant positive correlation with grip 

strength for both the functional mobility score of the Barthel index and the Timed Up and Go 

(TUG) before and after rehabilitation, but not for appendicular muscle mass. The appendicular 
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mass of muscle does not account for quality of the muscle, and so only strength itself is 

correlated to functional measures, according to Di Monaco et al. (2014). 

Figure 1. Position of testing for grip dynamometer, with elbow at 90 degrees, wrist neutral and 

elbow positioned at the waist 

 
 
 

Current Technology for Mobility and Fall Assessment 

 
 

The advent of portable mobility technology has created an opportunity to screen adults 

for fall risk, before the consequences of a fall have occurred (Habib et al., 2014). This helps to 

reduce disuse weakness, surgical repair of injury, costs associated with being admitted to a rehab 

program and reduce the psychological trauma of being impacted by a fall, according to the 

authors. The creation of portable technology increases the ease of reaching vulnerable 

populations that might not be easily transported to a laboratory or clinical setting to receive 

screening of quality of movement. One of the newest options for assessing quality of movement 
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is a smartphone, which contains an accelerometer, magnetometer, and a gyroscope to capture 

translational and rotational movement (Kuznetsov et al., 2018). Smartphones use these features 

to locate the phone in space, allowing the tester to measure gait (Nishiguchi et al., 2012), 

standardized balance testing protocols (Roeing et al., 2017) and a dynamic balance task for the 

perturbing of visual and vestibular input to the central nervous system (Kuznetsov et al., 2018). 

Literature on smartphone technology outlines some concerning issues with the 

applications that have been created to measure gait and balance tests, specifically with the 

reliability (consistency of obtaining measures) and validity (accuracy of the measures) that have 

been programmed for use (Roeing et al., 2017). Roeing and his co-authors conducted a meta- 

analysis of thirteen smartphone applications, and surprisingly many are not dependable with 

respect to reliability or validity. The tablet or phone-deployed applications were used for 

assessing trunk degrees of motion, timing for elements of movement, postural sway for both 

mean velocity and distance, angular velocity, frequency, and power for several standardized 

balance tests (BERG, TUG, 30 s chair stand test), and soft surface postural sway data (Roeing et 

al., 2017). Only three of the studies reported a reliability measure, and only five studies 

accurately measured validity. While a few of the applications were tested with clinical 

populations, all were clearly intended for clinical use (Roeing et al., 2017). 

By contrast, an Android-based smartphone application used by Nishiguchi et al. (2012) 

measured both reliability and validity for a gait task with the phone secured at the L3 level, or 

third lumbar vertebra. The phones were able to capture acceleration peaks for adults who walked 

three times over a 20-foot walkway, from both the phone application and the tri-axial 

accelerometer that was attached to it for validation. Nishiguchi and his co-authors (2012) 

obtained consistent reliability values and observed validity for acceleration peak intervals at L3 
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for root mean square, coefficient of variation, peak frequency and auto-correlation peaks. Since 

the variables of gait were noted to represent stability of gait, balance, and variability, the authors 

posit that smartphones could be used for predicting fall risk in older adults. The authors used 

college students as a study population and therefore were not able to state with confidence that 

older adults were able to be tested with confidence for fall risk. 

To overcome many of the mentioned challenges, an Android application named 

AccWalker was developed at UNCG to measure dynamic balance characteristics (Rhea et al., 

2017: Kuznetsov et al., 2018). Version 1 of AccWalker measured dynamic balance control by 

tracking the acceleration profile while the smartphone was attached to the lower limb during a 

stepping-in-place task. The clinical utility of AccWalker was first examined in a military 

population exposed to repeated sub-concussive blast exposure and showed a decline in 

neuromotor performance for up to three days after the blast exposure event (Rhea et al., 2017). 

Version 2 of AccWalker was then developed to take advantage of all three sensors in the 

smartphone—accelerometer, gyroscope, and magnetometer—in order to increase the fidelity of 

the signal used to measure dynamic balance performance. Using a sensor fusion algorithm, data 

from the three sensors are combined to produce a time series of the thigh angle during the 

stepping-in-place task. This time series can then be processed to produce metrics associated with 

dynamic balance performance in the temporal (i.e., mean stride time) and spatial (i.e., thigh 

range of motion) domains. These metrics have been shown to be valid relative to the gold 

standard of motion capture (Figure 5) and reliable (Figure 6) (Kuznetsov et al., 2018). Moreover, 

Kuznetsov and colleagues added conditions to the stepping-in-place task to perturb sensory 

information (i.e., closing eyes and shaking the head); an effective way to probe dynamic balance 
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performance in populations that may have acute or chronic changes in neuromotor ability. These 

new conditions were also shown to be reliable. 

AccWalker was then adopted into a longitudinal military health project that, among other 

variables, tracked dynamic balance performance before and up to 3-months after repeated sub- 

concussive blast exposure. Rhea and colleagues showed that neuromotor performance declined 

after blast exposure and remained depressed for up to 3-months later, highlighting the chronic 

effect blast exposure can have on neuromotor control. Relative to this dissertation, these data 

show the utility of using AccWalker to monitor dynamic balance performance over time. 

Adults who had sustained a sub-concussive or concussive injury were noted by Cox 

(2016) to have sustained damage to white matter in the brain, which are the nerve axons that 

interconnect the brain. Guttman et al. (1998) note that white matter changes are observed to 

decline in the brain with normal aging, resulting in reduced connectivity of the brain as well, 

beginning after age 60. The similarity of the two conditions may indicate that the AccWalker 

application could have some use to assess older adults for changes of timing and degrees of 

movement of the right thigh angle with the dynamic balance task as developed by Rhea and 

colleagues. The stepping task, measured by the AccWalker application, may represent a metric 

for use to assess fall risk in older adults. Conversely, the stepping task should become more 

uniform and less variable with improvement from dynamic balance training and should be 

improved for all three tasks of the protocol for older adults. 

Attentional Focus Training 

The challenge of training balance in older adults has been detailed in literature: 

according to Rubenstein (2006), older adults do fall in higher incidence but so do athletes and 

children. The difference in these populations is that older adults are far more likely to be injured 
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by the falls. Rubenstein also points out that falls are best managed by multi-faceted approaches 

that might include modifying the environment and adding exercise. Unfortunately, Rubenstein 

finally reports that some limitations physically might be more challenging to correct and 

compensatory mechanisms should be taught to the person at higher fall risk. 

The limits of traditional rehabilitation to correct a balance deficit may be in part a result 

of the source of older adults’ issues: normal aging leads to degenerative changes of the 

neuromuscular system (Winter & Eng, 1995). The authors point out that the complementary 

sensory systems of vision, haptic/proprioceptive sensation and vestibular information 

compensate losses of one area, and depriving the system of information from one may perturb 

balance due to losses of another area. In a literature review of 15 years of motor learning 

research, Wulf (2013) finds empirical evidence of increased efficiency with motor performance 

including balance training by using attentional focus. The focus for this training is on a goal or 

intention of the outcome for movement versus the actual body part performing the movement, 

according to Wulf. In a seminal study of attentional focus related to balance training (Wulf, HoB 

& Prinz, 1998), the authors used a platform with a stabilometer to direct outward attention to a 

balance task versus asking participants to level their feet. The work by Wulf continued with 

other surfaces including an inflatable disc (Wulf, Mercer, NcNevin & Guadagnoli, 2004) and a 

Balance Master balance machine (Landers, Wulf, Wallmann, & Guadagnoli , 2005) to train the 

participants to keep the balance surfaces level. In every case, the volunteers for the balance tasks 

were able to show less postural sway and less shifting from a posture that was centered with 

external focus cues. 

Further research with older adults to train balance was needed to see what external focus 
 

could offer. Exercise that was delivered with a wobble board was used by Ogaya et al. (2011) 
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with the goal of decreasing reaction time of the ankles and decreasing the total excursion of 

ankle movement, by using a computer screen with a cursor and target driven by the ankle 

movement. The advantage of this strategy was to use a focus of attention away from the board 

and ankles to the computer screen, which falls into the definition of external focus (Wulf, 2012; 

Wulf et al., 1998). This differentiation of internal focus (body movements) versus external focus 

(goal of the movement), such as with a piece of exercise equipment or target, has been shown not 

only to enhance motor learning, but to increase the speed of learning (Wulf, 2007b), retention of 

the practiced skill (Wulf, 2007b), and for resistance to performance failure under pressure 

(choking), such as with competition (Ong et al., 2010). External focus training has elicited 

increased muscular fiber recruitment efficiency as measured by electromyography (EMG) for 

muscles that are directly involved with a task (Zachry et al., 2005) but also for muscles not 

directly involved with the task. This led to a reduction in forces being generated by muscles with 

less muscle fiber recruitment, along with greater accuracy during a throwing task in the Zachry 

study. Wulf (2013) reports that the mechanisms of external focus benefiting motor learning are 

not fully understood and will require further research. Wulf also notes that external focus 

training benefits can transfer to other balance tasks after the training is done, even if the new task 

does not have a way to utilize external focus cues. This implies that another balance task could 

be attempted jointly with external focus training with improvement demonstrated as well. 

The proposed project would be an extension of an R15 NIH-funded grant that would 

capitalize on a twenty week intervention to look at baseline performance, 6 weeks of training, 12 

weeks of training, and retention at one week post-training, one month post and two months post- 

training to see how AccWalker could differentiate internal and external focus training on a 

balance board task. There are control subjects as well with the following design: 
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Figure 2. Study design for the previously outlined standardized testing processes 
 

 
 

The design of the project permits the testing of strength, balance, and the AccWalker to 

determine if fall risk is mitigated by wobble board training with attentional focus, and if so to 

what degree. Portable testing to come into the community with a research grade tool to 

determine fall risk would increase participation numbers by reducing the stress of a laboratory- 

based project, with more natural performance of balance tasks in a comfortable setting. The 

groups can be compared for differences, with the addition of a younger healthy group and a 

group of non-fallers for better differentiation between fallers and non-fallers, younger and older 

participants and those who have received internal focus training versus external focus training. 

 
Summary 

 
 

The challenge of preventing falls with older adults has been complicated by fall research 

that has no fall data to determine effectiveness, or lack of understanding how exercise or other 

interventions changed fall risk (Buchner et al., 1997). Overall, many research projects have been 

done to determine how to intervene with falls, and yet fall rates have remained high (Rubenstein, 
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2006). The missing information may be due to lack of quantitative data to overlap with 

qualitative data from standardized clinical balance tests. Since postural control requires 

muscular contraction from hips and ankles in both legs (Winter & Eng, 1995), the authors point 

out that this complicates measures of postural control as any muscle group in any of the joints 

could actively control center of pressure shifts at various points. A better way to gather 

quantitative data is needed to help define the physical elements that contribute to balance and to 

see how the elements change with the qualitative testing processes over time. 

Gathering some meaningful postural control information has been advanced by using a 

combination of portable data capture for balance (e.g., Rhea et al., 2017) with standardized 

clinical tests (e.g., Wrisley et al., 2004; Berg et al., 1992; Podsiadlo & Richardson, 1991; Powell 

& Myers, 1995), along with grip strength testing (Di Monaco et al., 2014). The smartphone 

application gathers timing and degrees of motion for the right thigh, resulting in data that can 

differentiate control of movement with perturbations of vision, vestibular information and 

proprioceptive information (Kuznetsov et al., 2018), while the clinical balance tests measure 

variation in base of support and dynamic control, and the grip test is a surrogate for general 

strength measures. 

The use of external attentional focus for motor learning helps to refine the skill of wobble 

board balance training more efficiently (Wulf & Lewthwaite, 2016), increasing accuracy, 

efficiency of heart rates, oxygen use and muscle recruitment, as well as increasing the speed of 

achieving the skill (Wulf, 2007a). The authors also determined a faster transition to more 

automatic balance behavior related to a balance board task when external focus cues are used 

(Wulf & Lewthwaite, 2016). 
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This work served to pave the way for a balance task with older adults using a 

wobble board to differentiate the effects of internal and external focus training. While it is 

accepted in literature that attentional focus training is effective for balance training, the work 

previously had not targeted adults who have already sustained a fall with a balance board 

intervention. The combined aspect of attentional focus, clinical balance training, clinical 

populations, comparison populations of younger adults and non-faller adults with a portable 

testing tool validated with motion capture was able to differentiate these populations, with some 

groundwork having been laid to validate the app for clinical use in older adult fall risk 

assessment 
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CHAPTER III: OUTLINE OF PROCEDURES 
 

 

Participants 

 
 

This dissertation was part of the previously mentioned NIH funded clinical trial at UNCG 

that examined the efficacy of attentional focus cues on fall risk mitigation. The clinical trial 

enrolled a total of 79 participants, for which the inclusion criteria was have sustained a fall event 

in the last year, to have normal or corrected to normal vision, normal or corrected to normal 

hearing, to be free of neuromuscular injury that requires medication, must have received medical 

consent from a primary care provider, were able to walk 10 minutes without an assistive device 

and to have had a body mass index no higher than 35. To address Aim 1 of this study, and 

additional cohort of 19 older adults were recruited with the same inclusion criteria but had not 

fallen in the past year. These two cohorts were compared to a pre-existing database of 99 young, 

healthy adults (18-35 years) to address Aim 1. For Aims 2 and 3, data from only participants in 

the NIH clinical trial were used. The NIH clinical trial had IRB approval, including the use of 

AccWalker in the study design, as did the pre-existing young, healthy adult database. IRB 

approval was obtained for the additional 19 non-faller older adults for this study. 

 

NIH Clinical Trial Study Design 

 

Since this dissertation ran in parallel with the aforementioned NIH clinical trial, I have 

included detailed information about the design for that study below to provide context. 
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Specific Aims for the NIH Clinical Trial 

 
 

SPECIFIC AIM 1: Compared the balance performance within each trial/session and 

evaluated whether the attentional focus groups (external vs. internal) differed in their motor 

learning trajectory with respect to the balance task. 

SPECIFIC AIM 2: Compared the motor ability outcome measures that relate to fall-risk 

between the EXT, INT, and CON groups before, during, and after the 12-week balance 

intervention. 

SPECIFIC AIM 3: Compared the patient-reported outcome measures of fear of falling, 

functional health and well-being, and fear of injury from movement between the EXT, INT, and 

CON groups before, during, and after the 12-week balance intervention. 

 
Method Overview 

 

We have followed similar randomized controlled clinical trial procedures employed by 

Landers et al. (2015), who performed a comparable study with patients with Parkinson’s disease. 

Specifically, we used a randomized controlled trial with three different groups (two treatment 

groups with different attentional focus strategies and one control group). During each of the 24 

balance training sessions provided at the participants’ living facility, metrics of performance 

have been recorded via an accelerometer on the wobble board that measures time-in-balance 

(duration the wobble board is stable) and variability of the wobble board’s motion in each trial 

within each training session. Thus, we were able to identify the motor learning trajectory of 

enhanced balance control learned from session-to-session (Specific Aim 1). Outcome measures 

had been taken at baseline (pre-testing), halfway through the intervention (mid-testing; 6 week 
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mark), immediately after the intervention (post-testing, 12 week mark), and then 1 week after the 

intervention (1 week retention, 13 week mark), 4 weeks after the intervention (4 week retention, 

16 week mark) and 8 weeks after the intervention (8 week retention, 20 week mark). Outcome 

measures included clinical metrics of fall risk with respect to motor ability (Specific Aim 2) and 

patient-reported outcomes with respect to fear of falling, kinesiophobia, and quality of life 

enhancement (Specific Aim 3). 

 
Participants 

 

 
Older adults (N=79) who were classified as fallers (≥ 1 fall in the last 12 months) were 

recruited. All potential participants were screened for eligibility and were excluded due to any of 

the following criteria: 

• Younger than 65 or older than 90 years old 
 

• Failure to receive medical clearance from their physician to participate in the 

study and confirming that their patient has fallen at least once within the last 12 

months 

• Inability to walk independently for at least 10 consecutive minutes 
 

• Score in the “impaired” range on the Mini-Mental State Examination, adjusted for 

age and education level (Crum et al., 1993) 

• A diagnosis of a neurological disorder that requires medication 
 

• A visual impairment of 20/70 or worse 
 

• A body mass index of >35 
 

• Any acute medical problems, including musculoskeletal based impairments, that 
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led to excessive pain or discomfort during standing or walking 

 
Recruitment and Group Assignment 

 
 

Participants were recruited from retirement and activity centers in Greensboro and 

surrounding community. A research assistant randomly assigned each participant to one of the 

three experimental conditions (EXT = balance training with an external focus, INT = balance 

training with an internal focus, or CON = control group with no balance training). As stated in 

Landers et al. (2015), due to the nature of the attentional focus instructions provided to the 

participant, the research assistants who provided the balance training and outcomes assessment 

were not blind to the experimental conditions. However, the research assistants who provided the 

training performed the training in different periods, so any bias in instruction delivery was 

minimized with this design. 

12-week Balance Training Intervention 

 

 
While the CON group did not receive any balance training, the EXT and INT groups 

received 20 minutes of balance training 2 times per week for 12 weeks at their independent 

living facility or at the Coleman gym of University of North Carolina at Greensboro in the 

Kinesiology department. All training sessions had an identical structure: (1) a 5-minute walking 

warm-up at a comfortable speed (2) a 20-minute balance training program, and (3) a 5-minute 

walking cool-down at a comfortable speed. The balance training includes the use of a 30” 

wobble board with five bases ranging from 1” (easy) to 3” (very difficult). Twenty trials of 

balance practice for 30-second intervals with 30-second breaks in between trials had been used 

every session. The motor learning literature suggests that randomized practice is best for learning 
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and retention, so the 5 bases had been randomly presented within and across days such that 20 

trials were provided each training day and each participant was exposed to an equal number of 

bases (difficulty levels) over the 12-week intervention. The EF group was reminded to focus 

their attention externally via the prompt “please keep the board as level as possible” prior to each 

balance trial. The IF group was reminded to focus their attention internally via the prompt “keep 

your feet as level as possible” prior to each balance trial. All groups were asked to maintain their 

normal daily physical activity, which was verified via weekly physical activity logs. To monitor 

whether the experimental groups (EF and IF) were focusing as asked and to what extent, a 

compliance check that had been used in similar attentional focus literature was used (Porter et 

al., 2010). 

Outcome measures assessed before, during, and after the balance intervention 

 
Outcome measures were taken prior at baseline (pre-testing), halfway through the 

intervention (mid-testing; 6 week mark), after the intervention (post-testing, 12 week mark), and 

then 1 week after the intervention (1 week retention, 13 week mark), 4 weeks after the 

intervention (4 week retention, 16 week mark) and 8 weeks after the intervention (8 week 

retention, 20 week mark). 

To address Specific Aim 2, five motor ability outcome measures were assessed: (1) 

Btracks force plate for static balance postural sway measurement (2) Functional Gait Assessment 

(FGA), (3) Timed Up and Go (TUG), (4) Berg Balance Scale (BBS), and (5) Xsens sensor for 

dynamic postural sway. 

To address specific Aim 3, participants were asked to complete three surveys: (1) 

Activities-specific Balance Confidence (ABC) scale, (2) Short Form 36 (SF-36), and (3) Tampa 
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Scale of Kinesiophobia (TSK). The validity, reliability, and utility of each test had been 

determined in previous literature for use with older adult populations. 

 

Instrumentation and Participants Specific to this Dissertation 

 
 

The participants received balance testing with an Android smartphone that has been 

instrumented with the AccWalker application on an Android OS 4.4.4, which captured both right 

thigh angle data and stride times. The phone data was collected for baseline, week 6, week 12, 

week 13 (one week after training ends), week 16 (one month post), and week 20 (two months 

post). The procedure was to apply the phone with a Velcro strap holster to the midline of the 

right thigh, midway between the knee and hip, in line with the femur. After placing the phone on 

the femur line, the subjects are programmed into the screen for setup on the phone with subject 

number and testing designation. The tester will instruct the participant to follow the auditory cue 

given by the AccWalker application for the practice trials of eyes open and head shaking, while 

focusing on a target on the wall in front of them. The head shake is from a 10 o’clock to 2 

o’clock position, with a central focus on the wall target. After practices for 30 seconds of the two 

conditions, the dynamic balance data will be captured twice for each of the conditions of eyes 

open, eyes closed, and head shaking for 70 seconds per trial. 

Many measures of the data from the phones were obtained, but the variables that have 

been validated and are reliable for the AccWalker used for this dissertation were the measures of 

Mean Peak Thigh Flexion, SD and COV of Peak Flexion, Thigh ROM (excursion of the 

movement), Mean Stride Time, SD and COV of stride time, and step counts were obtained for 

baseline data for the three intervention groups, the older adults who had not fallen in the year 

prior to participation and the younger adults. 
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Strength of grip was obtained by using a Jaymar hand-held dynamometer (Lafayette 

Industries, Lafayette, IN). The testing position for the grip test was to sit upright with feet on the 

floor, with the elbow bent 90 degrees and with the wrist in neutral (Ashton & Myers, 2003; 

Roberts et al., 2011). The grip strength data for the five-position grip test was collected with a 

maximal value once for each position on each hand, averaged and saved (Ashton & Myers, 

2003). 

In addition to the 79 older adults of the original NIH granted project, this dissertation 

added 19 adults who had not sustained a fall in the year prior volunteering and 99 younger adults 

who were recruited for a previous project. The two groups added were a part of the first aim of 

the dissertation, to compare the AccWalker variables among the five groups to see how age and 

fall risk impacted performance. The younger adults and older adults who had not fallen were 

only used for comparison of phone data for this dissertation. 

 

Data Collection and Analysis 

 

Prior to data analysis, administration of the balance tests were done as outlined by the 

authors of the original journal articles. The Berg Balance Scale (BBS) was collected using the 

tools of a step ladder, shoe, tape measure, measuring stick, timer, and chairs with and without 

arms (Berg et al., 1992). The BBS scores 56 points with a division at 43 points or less denoting 

a high fall risk. The testing process includes a two minute static standing task, a narrow base 

stand, a condition of eyes closed in standing, a stepping up task, a tandem standing balance task 

and a 360-degree turn. These tests were graded to the lowest applicable performance so as not to 

artificially inflate the balance estimation, and automatically score 0 if hands on assist to capture a 

loss of balance occurred. 
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The Timed Up and Go (Podsiadlo & Richardson, 1991) requires the use of a chair with 

arms, a tape measure and stopwatch to measure the walk time for normal walking speed. The 

task is to stand on cue from the armchair, walk at normal speed to a three meter mark, go around 

the mark and return to sit in the chair. The tester times from the initiation of the task to sitting 

down on the chair. The original article by Podsiadlo et al. (1991) describes a general 

performance of 20 seconds or less as a good effort with lower fall risk, but since the original 

publication, other authors have established a 14 second time or less as indicative of a lower fall 

risk (Shumway-Cook et al., 2000), but in a meta-analysis, Bohannon (2006) reports that the age 

of the participant is the deciding factor, with younger older adults tolerating paces of no more 

than 9 seconds for the walk to be lower fall risk, and 13 seconds for older adult over age 80 

(Bohannon, 2006). The 13 second level has the most evidence establishing it as a fall risk 

dividing point. 

The Activities-Specific Balance Confidence Scale (ABC) has no equipment but is a paper 

test and requires participants to estimate balance confidence from zero to one hundred percent, 

not at all confident to fully confident, in a number of challenging situations mainly for 

noninstitutionalized older adults. The test is narrowed down to six of the original sixteen items, 

which included getting on an escalator, reaching overhead and navigating on an icy sidewalk. 

Estimation of confidence was averaged to a final value, and according to Myers et al. (1998), the 

values had meaning below 50% (frail, homebound, likely to fall in a year), from 50 to 80% 

(moderate level of function, chronic health issues) and at values greater than 80% (high 

functioning, unlikely to improve the score with further balance training). Lower scores are 

common for the oldest adults, those with health issues and for those who had low Timed Up and 

Go scores. 
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The Functional Gait Assessment (FGA) was performed over a 20-foot walkway that was 

bound by a foot width, using a timer, tape measure, two shoeboxes of 4.5” height each and 

spotter help for performance of the test. There were ten total items that included backward 

walking, walking with eyes closed, walking in tandem, stepping over obstacles, turning during 

walking as well as vertical and horizontal head shaking. The test scores 30 total points with an 

estimation of higher fall risk at 15 of the 30 points (Leddy et al., 2011). 

The variables from the AccWalker data were processed by Matlab software (MathWorks, 

Natick, MA) to take the raw data files for the x, y and z planes and used sagittal plane data to 

calculate right thigh angle ROM, peak thigh angle SD, peak return velocity SD of the right thigh, 

stride time CoV and stride time means. The structure of processing by Matlab was to take the 

100.86 Hz data received from AccWalker, and will interpolate it and resample it at 100 Hz using 

a cubic spline interpolation code. Matlab cut the first 5 seconds of data to eliminate the initial 

training of the signal, then filtered the data with a 4th-order 5 Hz low pass Butterworth filter and 

finally measured angular velocity with a three point formula (Kuznetsov et al., 2018). 

SPSS software (IBM, Armonk, NY) was used to capture multi-level modeling statistics 

for group means for the phone testing data (DV) for each of the seven measures over the six 

testing periods, as well as repeated measures for the balance, strength and confidence of 

maintaining balance data using attentional focus as a covariate for all repeated measures. The 

statistical design for each aim/hypothesis is below: 

• Specific Aim 1: Determined the extent to which measures of the AccWalker dynamic 

balance task differed between older adult fallers, older adult non-fallers, and younger 

adult non-fallers. 
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o Hypothesis 1: AccWalker metrics were slowest and most variable in the older 

adult faller group and the fastest and least variable in the younger adult non-faller 

group, with the older adult non-faller group having fallen in the middle 

o Statistical Design: All AccWalker DVs were included in a multi-level model that 

was used to examine differences among the five groups (younger adult non- 

fallers, older adult non-fallers, and three older adult fallers assigned to study 

groups), with t-tests for significant group differences, with significance at .005. 

• Specific Aim 2: Determined the extent to which AccWalker measures of dynamic 

balance were enhanced after a 12-week attentionally focused balance training program 

for older adult fallers. 

o Hypothesis 2: AccWalker metrics would speed up and decrease in variability 

after the 12-week balance training program the most for participants in the 

external focus group, followed by the internal focus group, with no changes 

expected in the control group. 

o Statistical Design: All AccWalker DVs were included in a multilevel model to 

examine time point (weeks 0, 6, 12, 13, 16, and 20) and group (external focus, 

internal focus, control) differences. Significant group differences were 

differentiated with t-tests, with significance set at .0167. 

• Specific Aim 3: Determined the extent to which changes in AccWalker dynamic balance 

measures across a 12-week attentionally focused balance training program related to 

clinical/perceptual assessments of balance, as well as strength. 

o Hypothesis 3: Clinical/perceptual assessments of balance, as well as strength 
 

were significantly associated with AccWalker balance measures. 
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o Statistical Design: Pearson correlations were used to examine the relationships 

between the clinical/perceptual balance assessments, strength, and AccWalker 

metrics of dynamic balance for the training timeframe and the retention 

timeframe. 
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CHAPTER IV: DOES A SMARTPHONE APPLICATION DESIGNED FOR DETECTING 

BALANCE CHANGES OF TBI ALSO FIND BALANCE CHANGES IN OLDER ADULTS 

WHO HAVE SUSTAINED A FALL 

Introduction 

 
 

Falls occur more often for older than younger adults (Talbot et al, 2018) and are more 

likely to result in a serious injury (Tinetti, 1993), loss of independence (Jin, 2005), or even 

higher risk of death (Tinetti, 1993). Predicting a fall or the onset of greater fall risk is of great 

benefit to mitigate a negative outcome, which can best be achieved by preventing a fall event 

(NIA, 2022). Research to manage falls has focused on numerous potential causes that include 

comorbidities (Di Monaco et al., 2014), a decline in cognition (Shumway-Cook et al., 1997; 

Mirelman et al., 2012) and increased frailty (Lockhart & Liu, 2009). Identifying these issues has 

become a concern for public health experts, who are interested in reducing the consequences of 

falls by avoiding them (APHA, 2018). Unfortunately, neither the incidence of serious injury 

from a fall event nor fall rates in older adult populations have been reduced with current fall 

intervention programs (Gardner et al., 2000; Ma et al., 2019). The question of how best to 

prevent falls or what intervention would best identify fall risk remains unanswered. 

Qualitative measures of fall risk are often employed by health care providers (Berg et al., 

1992; Tinetti et al., 1988), and while standardized tests have been used for many years, the 

populations that are being assessed currently have grown older on average (Arias, 2007). It is 

quite possible that these tests are not as effective in measuring fall risk for older adults who are 

living longer than the literature populations. Perhaps quantitative measures would be more 
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reflective of actual fall risk, thus diminishing concerns about reliability of older literature in 

current populations, as well as qualitative judgments by the medical professionals for adults 

without dementia (Dolatabadi et al., 2018). 

More recently, smartphones have been employed to capitalize on the availability and 

inherent qualities of the accelerometer, magnetometer and gyroscope (Habib et al., 2014; 

Kuznetsov et al., 2018). Additionally, smartphones are portable and deployable in non-lab 

settings to allow data capture in more vulnerable populations that might be unable or unwilling 

to come to a formal lab setting. The ability to go to more vulnerable populations for assessment 

increases the ability to intervene before a fall occurs. 

The AccWalker smartphone application has been used to assess military populations 

before sending service people to locations that might create a potential sub-concussive exposure 

such as nearby artillery and combat blast exposure (Rhea et al., 2017). The testing process 

utilizes a three-part stepping-in-place task with the following conditions: 1) stepping with eyes 

open, 2) stepping with eyes closed, and 3) stepping with a lateral headshake. The trials are then 

compared to see how the reduction of visual information and vestibular challenge of those 

conditions affect the ability to control the temporal and spatial movements of the right thigh, 

during a stepping-in-place task, and how these tasks are altered. These preliminary findings were 

then able to be compared to survivors of actual blast exposures, with the goal of developing a 

tool with portable and quantitative, objective metrics of neuromotor injury and altered motor 

function after sustaining a sub-concussive blast exposure. The alteration in baseline information 

could help to determine whether service people were neurologically fit to return to duty, or if 

further rest was required. 
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The next step in this process was to explore the possibility that older adults who had 

sustained neuromotor changes of aging could be found to demonstrate differences in this 

stepping-in-place test as well, which was the purpose of this study. The hypothesis was that 

older adults who had sustained a fall in the year prior to performing a baseline measure of the 

test would perform the tests with different spatial and temporal measures as compared to younger 

adults. The expectation was that the older adults who had sustained a fall would be both slower 

in stride times for the stepping tasks, as well as demonstrate reduced flexion measures of the 

right hip, and for both spatial and temporal measures would have greater variability than the 

younger adults. However, the older adults who had not fallen in the year preceding participation 

were expected to have performances falling between the adults who had fallen and the adults 

who were younger. The utility of the application for noting neuromotor balance changes of a 

stepping in place task were considered for application to older adult populations, to address the 

fact that neuromotor changes of aging are difficult to quantify (Seidler et al., 2010; Lajoie & 

Gallagher, 2004). 

 
Method 

 

Seventy nine older adults who had sustained a fall event in the year prior to volunteering 

for a balance intervention were given initial testing to use as baseline for an attentional focus 

training task (78.84±6.4). In addition, eighteen older adults who had not sustained a fall were 

recruited (74.55±6.1 years), as comparison with the groups for the training. There were data 

from another 99 younger adults (ages 18-30) who had not sustained a fall and were enrolled in a 

previous multi-site study, that were used for age comparison. All participants completed an 

informed consent form approved by the Institutional Review Board. The older adults (fallers and 
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non-fallers) were able to pass the Mini Mental Status Exam and were able to see and hear 

sufficiently to perform the balance tasks and understand the instructions. Additionally, the older 

adults all received medical consent to perform the study from their primary care doctor, were 

able to walk 10 minutes without a walking device, were free of neuromotor conditions that 

required medication and had a BMI below 35. 

The order of testing for the older adults was to complete a screen for COVID symptoms 

that included a temperature check, then all were asked to remove their shoes to avoid 

confounding test results from different footwear. The AccWalker app was used in a thigh phone 

holster applied to the right leg, aligned on the center of the femur in the sagittal plane. The 

testing protocol in the application had two practice sessions of 30 seconds each for the eyes open 

and headshake condition, during which the phone delivered a step timing cue for 10 seconds and 

then the subjects followed the timing as recalled. The subsequent phone trials were 70 seconds 

beginning with the same 10 second timing cue, followed by continued performance with timing 

as recalled. The trials were in the order of two with eyes open, two with eyes closed and two 

with the mild headshake from 11 to 1 o’clock. All participants were closely monitored to avoid a 

fall risk from perturbing the sensory systems. 

The variables of interest extracted from the phone application data were mean stride time, 

SD of stride time, COV of stride time, mean steps, thigh range of motion (sum of degrees of the 

thigh ROM excursion), mean peak flexion, SD of peak flexion, and COV of peak flexion. These 

variables were selected for inclusion, as they have been previously shown to be valid and reliable 

metrics derived from the AccWalker app (Kuznetsov et al., 2018). 
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The phone data was processed with Matlab software (Mathworks,Natick, MA) to deliver 

the variables of interest, and then in SPSS software (Scientific Software International, Raleigh, 

NC) to process with multilevel modeling to differentiate groups, manage group size differences 

and manage missing data. Individual t-tests post hoc to determine sources of significant group 

findings were calculated in SPSS software (IBM, Armonk, NY). Bonferroni correction was set 

at .0167 for groups of Aim 1 and for Aim 2 at .013367. 

Results 

 

For all three conditions of the phone app testing, the mean number of steps taken by each 

group was statistically the same (eyes open B=51.04, p=.107; eyes closed B= 51.24, p= .148; 

headshake B=51.21, p= .184). For all conditions of testing, the groups were designated 

(0=younger adults (YA), 1=Fallers (OF), 2=Non-fallers (ON) for the analyses. Surprisingly, 

there were no significant results from the multi-level modeling of the three groups regardless of 

condition of the stepping tasks (EO, EC, HS). For mean stride time (EO B=1.12, p= .96, EC B= 

1.11, p= .95, HS B= 1.09, p= .95). For SD stride time (EO B= .031, p= .73, EC B= .04, p= .68, 

HS B= .04, p= .73). For COV stride time (EO B= 3.46, p= .67, EC B= 2.79, p= .75, HS B= 3.52, 
 

p= .64). For Thigh ROM (EO B= 331.75, p= .42, EC B= 28.54, p= .33, HS B= 24.77, p= .29). 
 

For mean peak flexion (EO B= 39.7, p= .67, EC B= 38.0, p= .57, HS B= 32.7, p= .49). For SD 

peak flexion (EO B= 2.48, p=.99, EC B= 2.68, p= .99, HS B= 2.5, p= .94). Finally for COV 

peak flexion (EO B= 8.24, p=.73, EC B= 10.1, p= .68, HS B= 11.63, p= .58). There were 

consistent trends of higher variability and lower thigh flexion for all variables of the phone for 

older adults who had fallen (OF), with the exception of mean stride time and SD of peak flexion. 

The figures appear to have significance but were weighted for the disparity of subject numbers in 
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the statistics, as well as being impacted by the variability of the group who had fallen in the year 

preceding participation. 

Figure 3. Mean stride time for eyes open, eyes closed and headshake condition in sequence. The 
X axis contains the groups of younger adults (YA), older adults with fall history (OF) and older 
adults who have not fallen (ON) 

 

 

Figure 4. SD stride time for eyes open, eyes closed and headshake condition in sequence. . The 
X axis contains the groups of younger adults (YA), older adults with fall history (OF) and older 
adults who have not fallen (ON) 
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Figure 5. COV stride time for eyes open, eyes closed and headshake condition in sequence. The 
X axis contains the groups of younger adults (YA), older adults with fall history (OF) and older 
adults who have not fallen (ON) 

 

 

Figure 6. Thigh ROM for eyes open, eyes closed and headshake condition in sequence. The X 
axis contains the groups of younger adults (YA), older adults with fall history (OF) and older 
adults who have not fallen (ON) 
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Figure 7. Mean peak flexion for eyes open, eyes closed and headshake condition in sequence. 
The X axis contains the groups of younger adults (YA), older adults with fall history (OF) and 
older adults who have not fallen (ON) 

 

 

 

Figure 8. SD peak flexion for eyes open, eyes closed and headshake condition in sequence. The 
X axis contains the groups of younger adults (YA), older adults with fall history (OF) and older 
adults who have not fallen (ON) 
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Figure 9. COV peak flexion for eyes open, eyes closed and headshake condition in sequence. 
The X axis contains the groups of younger adults (YA), older adults with fall history (OF) and 
older adults who have not fallen (ON) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

- 

 

Discussion 

 

The purpose of this study was to examine the extent to which aging and fall status led to 
 

differential performance with the AccWalker stepping-in-place test. It was hypothesized that 

older adults who has sustained a fall would be slower in stride times for the stepping tasks and 

demonstrate reduced flexion measures of the right hip, as well as exhibit greater variability in the 

spatial and temporal measures relative to the younger adults. The hypotheses were not supported, 

as there were no significant findings for any of the variables of the phone task, nor for any of the 

conditions of the stepping-in-place task. Nevertheless, trends were noted with higher variability 

and lower excursion of thigh flexion for the older adults who had fallen. 

The older adults were noteworthy in the study results, having demonstrated the ability to 

perform a balance task originally designed for younger adults with potential for a neuromotor 

injury exposure that were physically trained in the military. In the article by Rhea et al. (2017), 

at the initial stages of creating a phone app to look at neuromotor performance, the expectation 

was that the data would be collected to see if post blast exposure that caused neurocognitive 

changes also came with neuromotor decline. Specifically, would stride times be slower and 

more variable with cognitive effects of blast exposure? Rhea et al. had determined the younger 
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adults experienced a practice effect for repeated testing, but did still have declines in 

performance as expected due to blast exposure immediately after exposure. The effects for 

Rhea’s group were different than the older adults in this study, in that blast exposure increased 

both stride times and increased variability of time. The task in the 2017 study was done only 

with eyes open, and so was updated in 2018 with Kuznetsov et al., by adding the eyes closed and 

headshake conditions. For this younger group and older groups, the similarity of the findings 

with the phone were unexpected, but may reflect that the phone tasks were quite challenging for 

all the participants. 

The trend for greater variability and lower ROM, as well as longer stride times for older 

adults who fell implies more control and a more energetic performance for younger adults and 

those who had not sustained a fall. The authors of the ABC (Myers et al., 1998) note that 

confidence of performing stair climbing was specifically a task that differentiated adults with 

lesser balance confidence, such as with the non-falling group and younger adults. The real self- 

restriction of mobility that apparently accompanies a greater fall risk might also be a concern 

since the literature on falls indicates this tendency can lead to loss of independence (DiMonaco 

et al, 2014). However, adults who had fallen were located in both independent community 

homes and retirement communities, although the reasons for choosing the location of living were 

not investigated in this project. The choice of these adults to live in a supported community was 

not as often the case for adults who had not fallen, and would be an important separate 

consideration for future study. 

The lack of differentiation of the adults regardless of age in the timing tasks may be able 

to be explained by the nature of the application for the stepping task. The task was cued by an 

audible timer on the phone, and therefore was possibly a controller of these variables. Variability 
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may have been reduced by following the task as cued. This was surprising in that the challenge 

of headshaking was expected to be more difficult for older adults who had sustained a fall prior 

to participation, potentially due to age-related vestibular decline, and potential hearing loss that 

also is related to vestibular changes (Gabriel et al., 2021). Gabriel et al. considers all the 

comorbidities of aging and balance loss, some of which may make differentiating a vestibular 

cause of balance change difficult to tease out. It would be recommended that more investigation 

take place to find the reasons that headshaking is challenging to all groups. 

All the older adults in this study were cleared cognitively with the Mini Mental Status 

Exam (Folstein et al., 1975) which provided a baseline of cognitive function to assume that the 

adults were more reliable to be compared with younger adults for testing a sensory-challenging 

task. All participants met the criteria for inclusion to the project. The questions are simple, 

including repeating phrases and writing a basic sentence. Even with minor cognitive changes of 

adult aging, perhaps these alterations are not as impactful on balance as a sub-concussive injury 

in differentiating adults for balance changes. 

Follow up to this project is recommended, and might include more specific vestibular 

testing as an adjunct to the phone variables, in order to see what correlation to the results can be 

found. A task that could differentiate symmetry of vestibular function would be useful as well, 

since the phone was used on the right thigh but is able to be translated to the left leg as well. 

Further investigation could include whether bilateral phone data might reflect asymmetry of the 

vestibular system in older adults, perhaps to tease out the differences of adults who have fallen 

from those who have not. The pandemic-related challenges of getting adults who had not 

sustained a fall would potentially be easier as the public health crisis lessens to gather the full 

group and see if this changes any results, although multilevel modeling was used to weight the 
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group size differences. Adults who are more debilitated with balance issues would potentially be 

able to join a testing session with less concern about contracting a serious illness while away 

from home. 

Clinically the phone is not a “ready to use” tool for differentiating fall risk in older adults. 

It is recommended that the phone cue be turned off to capture self-selected pace for the purpose 

of finding age-related normal timing and excursion of movement. Additionally, a gradient of fall 

reporting may be more relevant as a covariate, and perhaps people who are interested in 

participation could record trips and stumbles over a period of several months prior to testing to 

see how this relates to the numbers of the AccWalker data. 

Variability of step timing and height of stepping are potential clinical indicators of fall 

risk. Mubashir et al. (2012) performed a meta-analysis of motion detection-based systems that 

looked for variability in the posture of the head, the alterations of stepping patterns and changes 

in postural silhouettes. This was motivated by the understanding that altered movement patterns 

from the normal expected movement were significant indicators of a fall ultimately still were 

difficult to capture and identify, due to the randomness of the incidents. This might make an 

AccWalker assessment a difficult tool to implement until perhaps a clinical assessment of rehab 

professionals or other health care worker can report a reason to use the tool. Conversely, 

AccWalker may be a perfect tool to include in a well check for geriatric practices, or as a 

screening tool for community-based health fairs or exercise class screenings for senior centers. 
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CHAPTER V: DO THE METRICS OF A NOVEL DYNAMIC BALANCE TEST REFLECT 

ATTENTIONAL FOCUS TRAINING DURING AND AFTER A TWELVE WEEK BALANCE 

INTERVENTION 

Introduction 

 
Motor control is essential for older adults to avoid a trip or fall event, and has a number 

of elements that contribute to successful movement. Wulf (2016) observed that adults who had 

acquired a balance-related sport skill could transfer this skill to another sport, by having 

increased confidence that would allow focus on the task goal rather than self-awareness and self- 

consciousness. Wulf describes this self-concern as being a source of performance decrement, 

versus confidence increasing automaticity, reducing effort and improving the proficiency of skill 

performance. Similarly, Worms et al. (2017) report a task-oriented approach to balance, in 

which the outcome is control of balance with automaticity, has been found in the literature to 

increase control on floor-based skill such as gymnastics. Wulf (2013) notes that this goal- 

directed form of learning can accelerate novices or those with motor control deficits to couple 

the goal and the movement, reducing the time to achieve proficiency, reduce metabolic costs of 

movement and even reduce the work on the musculoskeletal system. 

Wulf reported further in another 2013 publication that the learning achieved through this 

external focus of attention (goal focus instead of self-movement) carries over to retention of the 

trained skills and transfer to other skills. Wulf refers back to previous work (Wulf, Ho¨ß, & 

Prinz, 1998) in which such a transition from internal focus to external focus of attention for 

motor learning can be expected to bring a faster benefit of accuracy, increased efficiency of 
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muscle fiber recruitment with greater force production, speed production and with more 

immediate success in sport performance. Wulf reports this success in more expert movement 

performance being replicated in other work, including tasks that were designed to increase 

dynamic balance skills for sport performance. Even more useful was the finding that external 

attentional focus training would help reduce performance failure under stress, often termed 

“choking”. 

Delivery of attentional focus cues in a format to improve balance should draw attention to 

the goal, thus allowing the system to self-organize in the most efficient way (Wulf & 

Lewthwaite, 2016). The authors propose this reduces variability and increases accuracy, versus 

internal focus creating a “constrained movement pattern” characterized by personal interference 

with automatic learned movement. Worms et al. (2017) has reported some difficulty with a 

positive fall history restraining the carryover to improved balance, but proposes that it was the 

nature of attentional focus being delivered with a visually-cued task over self-initiation of the 

external focus movement. In further study, Diekfuss et al. (2019) reported that balance training 

was able to alter movement patterns regardless of attentional focus instructions. 

Measurements of the benefits of this motor learning strategy should capture the expected 

qualitative improvement and efficiency of motor learning from the teaching. For balance skills 

involving stepping, the expected outcome would be to increase step height, reduce step time, and 

reduce variability of timing and height. Newer strategies for quantitative capture of balance have 

begun to include wearable technology, to increase detection and prevention of falls and therefore 

reduce fall risk (Habib et al, 2014). Specifically, smartphone technology has been developed to 

capitalize on the availability of phones, as well as the gyroscope, magnetometer and 

accelerometer features within a smartphone design. Habib et al. report that “smartphones” have 
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been utilized since just after 1993, when IBM used a system of sensors to detect human 

movement. Initially, phones were used to capture the metrics of movement used in the 

standardized balance screens of that time, such as the Timed Up and Go (Podsiadlo & 

Richardson, 1993). The benefits of using a smartphone have been difficult to assess however, as 

the authors of more than half these systems reviewed by Habib et al. did not include sensitivity, 

specificity and accuracy in the publication of the results of their systems. Additionally, some 

phone systems do not accurately capture metrics that reflect the key elements of balance. In the 

study of a smartphone application used for measuring impending fall risk, a smartphone-based 

system was deployed with sensors on the sole of the foot and warned the user if the sensors were 

detecting dangerous weight shifting (Majumder et al., 2014). The differentiation of the cause of 

imbalance is not identified in this system, and there is no guarantee that the phone will alert the 

user quickly enough to avoid a fall. Additionally, gait “differences” that the authors found were 

a result of non-clinical subjects mimicking abnormal gait, even though the smartphone had the 

lowest values of reliability for testing of gait for a normal gait pattern in healthy younger adults. 

A newer, reliable and valid phone-based system is the AccWalker app, which was created to 

perform a stepping in place task that utilizes sensory perturbations (Rhea et al., 2017; Kuznetsov 

et al., 2018). 

The AccWalker protocol uses three conditions of a stepping task, in which eyes are open, 

eyes are closed (haptic challenge) and while performing a headshake task (vestibular challenge). 

The conditions are tested with a smartphone containing AccWalker app, in which the phone is 

applied on the midline of the lateral right thigh to collect stride time and thigh flexion degrees. 

These tasks were previously used for service personnel to gather baseline data, and then retested 
 

if a blast exposure or subconcussive brain insult (rocket launcher exposure, repetitive low level 
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blast exposure) occurred in the line of duty (Rhea et al., 2017). Neuroimaging has been done 

after signs of brain injury were reported by service men with up to 15 years of exposure to low 

level blasts. However, even after two weeks of rocket launcher training, some personnel 

reported neurocognitive deficits and symptoms of TBI. The phone app was used to see if 

neuromotor changes come with neurocognitive changes, as clearly the identification of these 

changes was important for treatment and determining ability to work. 

A further step in using a phone application for identifying balance changes in clinical 

populations could be with older adults who have sustained a fall, thereby demonstrating fall risk. 

The presence of neuromotor and neurocognitive changes in older adults (Seidler et al., 2010; 

Lajoie & Gallagher, 2004) in addition to loss of balance have inspired interest in investigating 

the possibility of detecting fall risk in older adults, as well as determining the efficacy of using 

attentional focus cues for improving balance. The purpose of this study was to determine if an 

attentional focus-based instruction for a balance board task could benefit balance as measured by 

a smartphone application, in which the variables of a smartphone app would reflect the internal 

versus external focus training. It was hypothesized that adults who have received external focus 

of attention to cue a standing balance task on a wobble board would demonstrate reduced stride 

times, greater peak flexion measures and reduced variability of spatial and temporal metrics for a 

stepping-in-place task as compared to those adults who received internal focus of attention cues. 

The adults who were not balance trained at all were expected to make no improvements in either 

spatial or temporal metrics. 
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Method 

 

 
Seventy nine older adults who had sustained a fall in the year prior to volunteering for an 

attentional focus balance intervention were randomly assigned to groups: Control (N= 22, 74.3 ± 

4.6 yrs), Internal focus (N= 26, 80.5 ± 6.3 yrs) and External focus (N= 31, 80.7 ± 6.0 yrs). The 

participants were accepted if they met the criteria of being between the ages of 65 and 90, were 

able to pass the Mini Mental Status Exam with at least a score of 24/30 points and were 

medically consented for enrollment by a primary care physician. After signing a consent form 

approved by the Institutional Review Board of the University of North Carolina at Greensboro, 

each participant demonstrated that they could walk at least 10 minutes without an assistive 

device, were below a BMI of 35 and had vision of at least 20/70 for the tasks. 

The subjects were fitted with a holster holding an Android smartphone with either model 
 

4.4.4 or 5.1, with AccWalker application downloaded. The software protocol is a series of eight 

trials with two practice conditions of thirty seconds each for eyes open condition and headshake 

condition, followed by six regular 70 second trials consisting of two with eyes open, then two 

eyes closed and finally two of headshake condition. The series of trials did not vary since the 

phone delivered the sequence. The trials were all initiated with a ten second timing cue for steps, 

and dropped off for the individual to recall and continue. During the eyes closed trials there was 

close supervision and the participants were told they would be turned around if they stepped 

close to an obstacle. 

The groups were all tested at baseline with the phone, and then the two attentional focus 

groups received six weeks of wobble board training with the instructions for internal focus to 

“keep your feet parallel with the floor” and the external focus instructions were to “keep the 
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board parallel with the floor”. Another session of testing with the phone was conducted for all 

three groups, and then a final six weeks of training were done with the same instructions for the 

groups. The 12 week testing was then completed, and followed up with testing for all groups 

after one week (week 13), four weeks (week 16) and eight weeks (week 20). 

The results were obtained by first processing the data in the phone app to a notebook file 

for the spatial coordinates of the task, then were processed to get the spatial and temporal 

variables of mean stride time, SD stride time, COV stride time, thigh ROM (total excursion of 

the task), mean peak flexion, SD peak flexion, and COV of peak flexion in Matlab software 

(Natick, MA). The resulting values were averaged to get one value, and were analyzed with 

multilevel modeling for group differences in SPSS software (IBM Corp, Raleigh, NC). 

Summary t-tests were conducted to find individual group differences for the weeks of training. 

The groups were determined in a random assignment, to be a member of the control group 

(testing only), the internal focus group and the external focus group for balance training 

instructions. The testing process was first to clear the participants with the Mini Mental Status 

Exam for cognitive baselines at 24/30 points or better, and to determine the subjects could see 

with 20/70 vision or better, had a BMI no higher than 35, and were able to walk ten minutes with 

no assistive device. All testing was done with no shoes to normalize conditions and avoid 

impact of footwear on the results. The tests were done in random assignment as was possible, 

given that the participants were tested in groups. The protocol after the pandemic in 2020 was to 

also check a baseline temperature with a forehead thermometer, and clear the subject for 

symptoms of illness on the day of participation. The testing was also done individually after the 

pandemic in 2020. 
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Results 

 
 

Without exception, the internal focus group did not have any significant changes for 

either the training times or the retention phases of any of the app variables. Additionally, the 

headshake condition had no significant findings between groups for either the training or 

retention phases. 

For the other conditions of eyes open and eyes closed, there were significant changes 

with all the phone variables. For the time frame of baseline to end of training, for both eyes open 

and eyes closed conditions, there was a significant decline in mean stride times for both control 

(F(2,57) = 7.167, p< .001) and external focus group (F(2, 42) = 5.679, p< .001). COV for stride 

time was significantly increased in the training time phase for both conditions of eyes open and 

eyes closed, for both control (F(2, 41) = 6.518, p< .001) and external focus group (F(2, 42) = 

3.821, p< .001). 

Thigh ROM declined in the control group for both conditions during training, but 

otherwise remained stable for the external focus group. Mean peak flexion dropped for the 

control group in both eyes open (F(2, 41)= 4.285, p=.001) and closed (F(2, 37)= 2.886, p< .001) 

in the training phase, but interestingly increased in the retention phase for the external focus 

training group. SD of peak flexion increased for control group in eyes open condition, but 

declined in retention for the external focus group; similarly in eyes closed condition, the 

variability increased for control and external focus group, but only in retention with eyes closed 

did SD decline again. For COV of peak flexion, variability increased for both eyes open and 

eyes closed for the control and EF groups, but decreased again in the retention phase for only the 

EF group. 
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Figure 10. Mean stride time for eyes open condition for training (time 1) and retention 

(time 2) followed by eyes closed 

 

 

 
Figure 11. COV Stride Time for eyes open condition for training (time 1) and retention 

(time 2) followed by eyes closed 
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Figure 12. Thigh ROM for eyes open condition for training (time 1) and retention (time 

2) followed by eyes closed 

 
 

 
 
 
 

Figure 13. Mean Peak Flexion for eyes open condition for training (time 1) and retention 

(time 2) followed by eyes closed 
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Figure 14. COV Peak Flexion for eyes open condition for training (time 1) and retention 

(time 2) followed by eyes closed 

 

 

Discussion 

 
 

The purpose of this study was to investigate the feasibility of using a smartphone app to 

differentiate the benefit of attentional focus balance training on adults who had sustained a fall in 

the preceding year. The hypothesis was that the adults with EF balance training cues would have 

the greatest increases in hip flexion, would have the greatest decline in variability and would 

have the greatest decline in stride times. The adults with IF training were expected to make 

smaller improvements with the training, but the control group was not expected to improve at all. 

The hypotheses were partially supported with this study, in which the control group was 

expected to have the lowest performance of spatial and temporal variables, and then the IF group 

and the best performance was expected to occur with the EF of attention-trained group. 

Surprisingly the internal focus group received no benefit from the training, having perfomed with 

the lowest height of hip flexion, but also one of the best stride times. The EF trained group 

demonstrated the best decline in variability, and the control group the greatest increase in 

variablity, and did not recover from this increase during the intervention time. 
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The results of the phone app balance test indicate that headshake condition is difficult for 

all the groups, and did not differentiate them. In previous work, younger adults who had not 

fallen and older adults who had sustained a fall were found to have trends with the phone 

variables for peak flexion of the hip and variability of timing and flexion, including in the 

headshake condition. The adults in that project who had a fall had statistically the same findings 

within the groups, although the adults who had fallen had trends that were lower for thigh flexion 

and greater for stride times than the adults who had not fallen. In Hansson and Magnusson’s 

2013 article of vestibular dysfunction and fall risk, the authors used passive headshaking to elicit 

vestibular symptoms and then relate it to fall risk. The authors posit that aging and sensory 

decrements are at fault with older adults, creating a loss of vestibular function and dizziness that 

could precede fall risk. While the authors found these sensory issues before a fall had occurred, 

they did note the greater likelihood of the participants reporting a fall after indentifying the 

induced dizzy feeling. Headshaking appears to be a struggle for all adults to maintain balance. 

Mean stride time decreased for both the eyes open and eyes closed stepping conditions, 

occurring during the training times for both the control group and the EF training group. This 

implies that practice of the AccWalker tasks may be the explanation since control group did not 

receive balance training. Interestingly the EF group lost the training benefit in the retention 

phase, while control did not. The EF group was recruited mainly from assisted living situations 

primarily, while control group was mainly derived from a fully independent community 

population. This level of independence benefited the control group by imparting a better 

baseline status more like a balance trained group. In Hajek and Konigs’ study (2017), adults 

who were more socially isolated were found to have a higher fall risk, which seemed to be a 
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cycle of avoiding further trips out and reducing interactions after a fall. The loss of independence 

is a risk of having a fall event, by leading to strength and balance loss. 

Variability measures of eyes open and eyes closed were elevated for the control group, 

but remained the same for the training groups by the end of twenty weeks. Wulf (2013) 

references the consistency of results with EF training, noting increased effieiency of muscle fiber 

recruitment, increased accuracy, balance and force production. Considering the EF group was 

more physically challenged prior to the training, this may reflect a real benefit of the training as 

compared to IF remaining the same. 

The results of IF and EF ending at similar levels for all variability measures may be a result of 

the difficulty of the balance training task as compared to training instructions. In Diekfuss et al. 

(2019), benefits of training balance were noted in a seven day study regardless of IR or EF cues, 

which was originally posited to be a reflection of the brevity of time to train. However, the older 

adults were trained for 12 weeks, but were using a tool that was intimidating for them. The study 

data included information about requirement of support to perform the task, but was not included 

as a part of this dissertation. This task was likely too complex and physically demanding, and 

could be downgraded to starting on a soft surface challenge, and progressed to a larger balance 

board as the participant gained confidence and stability on the soft pad. In Ogaya et al. (2011), a 

governor was used on a unidirectional board task with older adults in a skilled nursing 

population, to reduce the excursion of the board and give the participants time to learn to control 

the board and slow down the speed of shift of the surface. This gave significant successful 

results to the particpants, who were able to gradually ease the limits on the board to gain control 

of balance. 
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In summary, the results show a static variability of the AccWalker tasks over the twenty 

week intervention. Further work should potentially include variation in training surfaces, as well 

as training times to see if shorter times can benefit a participant when the task is not intimidating. 

This protocol could make the AccWalker variables more meaningful for separating the groups, 

giving a more accurate picture of the benefits of attentional focus training. This would lead 

perhaps a more prescriptive approach to wobble board balance training, with surfaces and times 

of training being used as a clinical modaility with a better understanding of the outcomes of the 

training. This could be a cost-saving measure for therapy, in addition to impacting fall rates 

more effectively. 
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CHAPTER VI: COMPARISONS OF STANDARDIZED BALANCE TESTS AND 

INDICATORS TO A SMARTPHONE-BASED APPLICATION FOR IDENTIFYING FALL 

RISK 

Introduction 

 

 
Older adult fall risk identification has been attempted with varying success by using a 

significant number of strategies. Traditional assessment of fall risk includes surveying the home 

environment, reviewing medication use, strength testing, testing cognition and social support in 

the home environment (Homer et al., 2017; Mubashir, Shao & Seed, 2012). Employing testing 

clinically based on the literature of falls benefits rehabilitation clinicians by having the 

population of interest identified by the authors, including specific conditions that were tested in 

the process (Berg, 1992; Podsiadlo & Richardson, 1991). While avoiding a fall based on testing 

alone can be difficult to guarantee given the multi-factorial nature of falls (Majumder et al., 

2014), identifying an area of deficit could reduce the time and refine the strategy for remediation 

of risk. 

Many balance tests are used with older adult populations, and are standardized in the 

literature with specific protocols for specific information to be gained. The Berg Balance Scale 

(BBS) (Berg, 1992) is a fourteen item test that requires a series of postures with smaller bases of 

support to challenge local dynamic stability. The system scores from 0-4 points on each item, 

with the provided instructions to grade to the lowest appropriate level for determining fall risk. 

The test has a transfer task, a tandem standing task and a single leg stance, with the tester being 

asked to score zero for any item which requires external support to avoid a fall. The BBS was 
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created for older adults in skilled care, but modified now to handle testing adults who live in the 

community. The Timed Up and Go (TUG) (Podsiadlo & Richardson, 1991) is a simple 

walkway test with the parameter of being a 15’ total walk allowing for turnaround space, and is 

conducted with a timer to capture standing without arms, walking the walkway and sitting down. 

The test does not require special training to perform, and has been created for fragile adults, 

allows the tested person to use their assistive walking device, and correlates to other balance tests 

(Berg et al., 1992; Tinetti & Ginter, 1988). The test is considered to be reliable and valid for 

determining fall risk, with a score below 10 seconds considered to be a good indicator of very 

low fall risk. The Functional Gait Assessment (FGA) was created to be more indicative of fall 

risk as compared to the Dynamic Gait Index (Wrisley &Kumar, 2010). This 10 item test scores a 

total of 30 points and is conducted on a twenty foot walkway with a one foot width. The test 

includes walking with eyes closed, in tandem stepping and obstacle clearance. The test is 

intended for community dwelling adults but targeted those who had vestibular complaints, and is 

noted to reliably differentiate adults who have fallen from those who have not. Next, the 

Activities-Specific Balance Confidence Scale (ABC) (Myers et al.,1998) is a questionnaire 

assessment with the designation as being reliable and valid for evaluating specific movements of 

concern for adults with a lack of balance confidence. The test identifies people who are more 

likely to fall from those with a lesser risk, since limiting behavior of movement can increase 

disuse changes that increase fall risk in return. The abbreviated version used in this study is a six 

item short inventory of percentages of confidence of not falling or losing balance, and is 

considered to be as reliable as the longer sixteen item ABC. The items are rated from 0% to 

100% confidence of maintaining balance, including stepping on a chair to reach overhead and to 

walk on ice, and all scores are averaged for the final score. Scores over 80% are considered to be 
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a lower fall risk. Finally, since grip strength has a relationship to global strength due to 

representing upper body strength (DiMonico et al., 2014; Bohannon et al., 2006) and lower body 

strength (DiMonaco et al., 2014), a five position grip strength protocol with the Jamar hand 

dynamometer (Jamar Company, CA) was used to get a meaned score for each hand to represent 

global strength (Ashton & Myers, 2003). The person sits feet on the floor with the testing arm 

prepared by placing the arm at the side, with the elbow bent to a 90 degree angle, and with the 

wrist neutral and palm facing the trunk. The testing instructions are to “do your best’ and 

squeeze the dynamometer with a personal best effort. The series of best effort grips are done on 

one hand, and then repeated on the other. While all of the assessments outlined in this section 

have shown clinical utility, a criticism of these assessments is that they are all qualitative in 

nature, which can lead to inter- and intra-rater reliability. Employing quantitative measures to 

supplement qualitative measures might represent a best practice to ensure that the assessment 

battery is accurately indexing the participant’s performance. 

The AccWalker application (outlined in previous work) offers a quantitative measure of 

motor control of balance, via three testing conditions of eyes open, eyes closed and a headshake 

condition (Kuznetsov et al, 2018). The eyes open condition affords full vision to control balance 

with the other senses of proprioception and haptic information, as well as vestibular information. 

The eyes closed condition relies on the sensory information of haptics and proprioception with 

vestibular information, and the headshake condition reduces vestibular control of the tasks. This 

allows the temporal and spatial metrics produced by the application to potentially suffer 

decrement of the sensory challenges. The previous work in this population of study have 

reduced the variables of interest for AccWalker to SD of peak thigh flexion and Thigh ROM 

(excursion of the thigh movement during testing). However, it is unclear the extent to which 
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AccWalker variables are related to the clinical metrics, many of which have fall-risk cut scores. 

The purpose of the project was to assess the variables of the telephone application spatial 

AccWalker alongside the values for a series of balance tests, to look for group findings for the 

participants of a 12 week balance intervention, as well as the retention of the training for the 

attentional focus groups and control subjects. It was hypothesized that the adults would have a 

high correlation between the AccWalker variables and the standardized tests. Specifically, the 

adults who performed poorly with the AccWalker variables would have lower balance test 

scores, slower TUG scores and lower grip strength measures. Conversely, it was expected that 

adults who performed well on the AccWalker tasks would receive higher balance testing scores, 

would have higher grip strength measures and faster TUG scores. This relationship was 

expected to hold for all three testing conditions of EO, EC and HS. 

 

Method 

 
 

The adults who have agreed to participate in the testing processes for this study were 

medically consented by the primary care physician of their choice, and agreed to participate in a 

series of tests as outlined in the consent approved by the IRB of the University of North Carolina 

at Greensboro. The volunteers were noted to have the following demographics as outlined in 

Figure 23. 

 
Table 2 . Demographics of the study population 

GROUPS Control IF EF 

F/M 14/8 15/11 23/8 

AGE 74.27±4.6 80.26±6.31 80.71±6.38 

WEIGHT 75.41+26.8 71.05±17.2 67.97±13.16 

HEIGHT 165.4±7.7 165.7±12.4 164.99±10.5 
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The participants performed the testing processes as outlined in the introduction, after removing 

shoes and consenting to participate in the study. The participants rotated through the Berg 

Balance Screen, the Functional Gait Assessment, the Timed Up and Go, and performed grip 

strength testing on a five position test with neutral wrist and elbow postured at 90 degrees. 

Additionally, the participants filled out the short ABC balance inventory, and then performed the 

AccWalker step test with the phone attached via holster to the right thigh. The AccWalker 

protocol was to perform two practice trials of eyes open looking at a target for 30 seconds, and a 

headshake trial for 30 seconds while following the timing cue of the app to step in place. The 

regular trials for each condition of sensory information were: 1) to step with eyes open looking a 

target for two trials of 70 seconds each, 2) two trials with eyes closed for 70 seconds each,and 

finally 3 to step with the headshake condition for two trials of 70 seconds each. 

The tests were scored as outlined in the authors’ literature, and the AccWalker files were 

processed in Matlab software (Mathworks, Natick, MA), and then for the two trials of each 

condition, were averaged to one score in Excel software (Microsoft, Seattle, WA). The data was 

compiled in SPSS software (IBM, Raleigh, NC) to process for Restricted Maximum Likelihood 

estimations of missing data. The estimated data was then processed in a Pearson correlation for 

the phone variables of mean stride time, SD stride time, COV stride time, thigh ROM (total thigh 

step excursion), mean peak flexion, SD peak flexion and COV peak flexion. 

 
Results 

 

The findings of this correlation calculation partially support the hypotheses of this last 

aim. The grip testing was not correlated to any of the AccWalker or balance variables. However, 

the Berg correlates with all phone variables in headshake except mean stride time and SD of 
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peak flexion; for EO and EC the Berg correlates only to peak flexion and thigh ROM. For FGA, 

the peak flexion and thigh ROM variables are significant in all conditions (HS, EO and EC). For 

TUG and ABC, the peak flexion and thigh ROM variables are the significance in all conditions 

(HS, EO and EC). 

For the headshake condition, the variables of Berg Balance Scale, Timed Up and Go, 

Functional Gait Assessment and Activities-Specific Balance Confidence Scale were significantly 

correlated with the phone variables: BERG was significant to all but mean stride time and SD 

peak flexion; TUG to Thigh ROM and Mean Peak Flexion, SD Peak Flexion; FGA to all but 

Mean Stride Time; ABC to Thigh ROM, Mean Peak Flexion and SD Peak Flexion. 

For the eyes open condition, the variables of BERG, TUG, ABC and FGA had 

correlation to the spatial phone variables, but not the temporal variables: BERG to Thigh ROM, 

Mean Peak Flexion and COV Peak Flexion; TUG to Thigh ROM, Mean Peak Flexion, and SD 

Peak Flexion; FGA to Thigh ROM, Mean Peak Flexion, SD Peak Flexion; and ABC to Thigh 

ROM, Mean Peak Flexion, SD Peak Flexion. 

For the eyes closed condition, the variable BERG is correlated to Thigh ROM, Mean 

Peak Flexion and COV Peak Flexion; TUG correlated to Thigh ROM, Mean Peak Flexion, SD 

Peak Flexion; FGA to SD Stride Time, Thigh ROM, Mean Peak Flexion, COV Peak Flexion; 

ABC to Mean Stride Time, Thigh ROM, Mean Peak Flexion, SD Peak Flexion. 

There were no correlations for any conditions for grip strength with any of the phone 

variables, although there was a correlation for the training time period of the study. 
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Table 3. Correlation Table of AccWalker variables with BERG, ABC, Times of Training and 

Retention, Attentional Focus Group and Grip Strength on each hand for Headshake Condition. 

Bold number represent statistically significant correlations (p<.05). 
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Table 4. Correlation Table of AccWalker variables with BERG, ABC, Times of Training and 

Retention, Attentional Focus Group and Grip Strength on each hand for Eyes Open Condition. 

Bold number represent statistically significant correlations (p<.05). 
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Table 5.. Correlation Table of AccWalker variables with BERG, ABC, Times of Training and 

Retention, Attentional Focus Group and Grip Strength on each hand for Eyes Cloaed Condition. 

Bold number represent statistically significant correlations (p<.05). 

 

 
Discussion 

 
 

The purpose of the project was to assess the variables of the telephone application spatial 

AccWalker alongside the values for a series of balance tests, to look for group findings for the 

participants of a 12 week balance intervention, as well as the retention of the training for the 

attentional focus groups and control subjects. It was hypothesized that the adults would have a 

high correlation between the AccWalker variables and the standardized tests. Specifically, the 

adults who performed poorly with the AccWalker variables would have lower balance test 

scores, slower TUG scores and lower grip strength measures. Conversely, it was expected that 

adults who performed well on the AccWalker tasks would receive higher balance testing scores, 

would have higher grip strength measures and faster TUG scores. This relationship was 
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expected to hold for all three testing conditions of EO, EC and HS. Our hypotheses were 

partially supported. 

The testing of correlation between the balance testing variables of Berg Balance Screen, 

Activities-Specific Balance Confidence Scale, Timed Up and Go, and Functional Gait 

Assessment reveals a relationship to the phone data primarily with spatial variables. The 

consistent finding for all conditions (EO, EC, HS) were that Thigh ROM and Mean Peak 

Flexion were correlated with all the balance testing processes, and were most representative of 

the changes in these testing variables. The variability of the phone timing variables was 

correlated to the headshake condition for Berg test and FGA, as well as for FGA of eyes closed 

condition. The reduction of visual information or perturbation of inner ear stability create 

differences that full vision does not, implying that visual information helps maintain the 

consistency of timing steps in combination with vestibular integrity. This is in keeping with 

previous literature in which Yeh et al. (2014) showed that integrity of visual information 

provided better control of postural sway than when visual information that was delayed, 

especially with older adults versus younger. Step timing information related to vision in more 

recent publications is limited in the literature, but in Kuznetsov et al. (2018), the trunk velocity 

measures while stepping with headshake were higher, and were suggested to be from perturbing 

the vestibular system. This seems to be in keeping with the limited other literature in this area. 

The dynamic nature of the Berg, TUG and FGA, coupled with visual information being altered 

along with a headshake is also found with Allen et al. (2016). The authors found that visual 

acuity declined with a vestibular perturbation, indicating that headshake is also conducted under 

limited vision. 

The most surprising variable not to be correlated to any of the phone variables was the 
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grip strength measure. This may indicate that despite literature (Wisniowska-Surlej et al., 2019; 

Alonso et al., 2018) finding there are relationships among balance, grip strength and leg strength, 

these articles are primarily pinpointing the relationship between gait speed tests and grip 

strength. The phone variables of significance are more related to excursion of movement, and 

perhaps wash out the grip findings since the phone gives a timing cue that may hinder individual 

speed preferences from influencing the relationship by standardizing it. Additionally, the 

changes of aging for these adults may make the current literature on grip strength not as relevant. 

The more recent normative data on grip strength findings are from Bohannon et al. (2006), in 

which all adults over 75 were grouped together. Given the lack of reference literature on older 

adult grip strength, it may be that joints in the hand and strength of the upper extremity are not 

changing at the same pace as the lower extremities. Perhaps more updated grip testing values 

with detail for adults over 75 and through at least 90 could show how adults are less similar at 

that point as compared to the lower extremities. 

Limitations of this study were that lower body strength measures were not obtained to 

supplement the grip testing measures. These values would give a more complete picture as to 

how strength is related to balance, especially with adults who fall outside the ages of past 

literature findings. There were also smaller numbers of adults in the internal focus training 

group. The pandemic limited recruitment, and caused a loss of subjects early on due to 

quarantines and closures. The management of the study was as complete as public health could 

allow. 

Future work should include looking at adult populations with and without fall histories, to 

assess lower extremities in conjunction with balance tests, to look at cognitive assessments and 

to differentiate community populations in depth. The fall/nonfall designation may be less 
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important than the independence that an adult can maintain in determining future fall risk. This 

might mean that a single fall reported by a participant is not as relevant as the functional 

independence that the adults can maintain. 

Bilateral phone testing on the lower extremities might also be useful to see if side 

differences are driving fall risk more than grip strength, and whether strength and phone data will 

then correlate. This potential to have side differences of balance may be the relevant missing data 

from previous work that could explain fall incidence, highlight attentional focus training 

benefits, and may even explain the need for more assisted retirement environments. Clinically 

this could identify areas of deficit to focus on with rehabilitation, although the prescription for 

improvement will need further work as well. The testing of AccWalker variables are not 

currently a part of clinical practice, nor customarily are attentional focus training instructions in 

the US. These limits require a future plan for integrating more novel strategies into practice for 

clinicians to reduce fall risk. 
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CHAPTER VII: FINAL THOUGHTS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

 
 

In consideration of the results of the three aims of this dissertation, it is clear that the 

AccWalker is not quite ready to be a clinical tool for fall risk. The successful use of 

AccWalker with younger adults for differentiating the effects of sub-concussive blast from 

baseline measures and for return to duty (Kuznetsov et al., 2018) show good utility with the 

tool. Older adults are able to perform the tasks of AccWalker, but not such that the 

determination of fall risk is made. The tool drives the task with a cue that is masking 

potentially the differences in groups whether younger or older. Removing the cued task and 

allowing adults to self-select a pace will be more indicative of ability to handle this dynamic 

balance measure, regardless of age. The self-selected pace might highlight greater changes 

even for adults who may have received sub-concussive injury. 

Neuromotor injury is not the same for adults, in which a specific event impacts the brain 

uniquely for individuals. While blast injury does consistently lead to damage to neurons and 

dendrites both locally and remotely in the brain (Dimitriadis et al., 2015; Mrak et al., 1997), 

aging is a more plastic change with the ability to create new connections of dendrites. The 

injury of TBI is severe, and likely more readily measured in the AccWalker tool. 

The protocol for this NIH-grant project was a challenge for older adults. In keeping with 

previous work of balance training devices for older adults (Otero et al., 2011; Quijoux et al., 

2020), small movements were not only more manageable for older adults, the smaller 

movements differentiated fall risk from non-fall risk, and were successful in improving 

performance with the greater self-control of the task. Competence in balancing was essential 

for success. 
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The populations that were a part of this study were self-selected for participation, 

noteworthy for level of education and were on the whole well enough resourced to afford a 

retirement community environment or to live in independent homes. The participants nearly 

universally were college educated and many had higher level degrees as well. These people 

were an ideal population to study, as they were interested in basic research and in remaining 

healthy and active. However, adults who are seriously injured in a fall and/or who are not all 

this well-educated, resourced, and/or supported would be an interesting group for a follow-up 

study. To capture the adults who might not be able or willing to come to a lab for study, it is 

recommended to find a community partner that would support the cultivation of adult 

participant pools for attentional focus training and use of AccWalker as a testing tool. The 

training and testing have previously been done remotely to the laboratory at University of 

North Carolina Greensboro, and certainly could be conducted with a relationship at an adult 

senior center, church or even an Open Door clinic. The training times might be coordinated 

with meals served at the senior center sites, which could benefit the retention of participants. 

One final thought of the project is that there is a group that had not been captured to 

compare to the adults who had previously fallen, as well as younger adults. The adults who are 

a decade younger than the older adults, meaning those who are ages 55-64, would be ideal to 

capture to find possibly emerging fall risk. The age of increased fall risk is thought to be near 

age 65 (Bird et al., 2013; Ruchinskas., 2003), and studying the group of adults near this time- 

frame might give some insight into how adults are changing with fall risk variables, whether 

suddenly or gradually. 

Additionally, the lack of findings for the single leg design of AccWalker brings in a 
 

consideration for the untested limb. Perhaps capturing data of both legs will show differences 
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of limb that are far more meaningful, especially regarding the multiple groups of younger and 

older adults, the adults who have and have not fallen, and the adults in nearby age ranges to the 

older group. With sufficient baseline data, a prescriptive approach to treating fall risk might be 

more feasible, since one limb may need focused treatment. The multi-factorial nature of falls 

also should be considered since medication and other medical conditions can contribute to fall 

risk. Screening may need to include basic blood pressure readings, a check of oxygen 

saturation, and alterations of hearing may accompany vestibular changes. 

Finally, the introduction of attentional focus to active American physical therapy practice 

has been hindered by the lack of curriculum for current programs. The course offerings for the 

DPT program at Elon University do not cover the topic, nor do the classes for the DPT at East 

Carolina University (Elon.edu, 2022; pt.ecu.edu, 2022). In general, while there have been a 

couple articles of moderate quality regarding attentional focus published in the journal Physical 

Therapy (Beck & Almeda., 2017), remediation of this issue will require an outreach to the 

physical therapy program directors nationwide, to assess the current status of attentional focus 

curriculum content and future planning. An effort to educate the current therapists will need to 

happen to coincide with adding the curriculum to PT education. Otherwise, there will not be 

an effective way to nurture the budding skills of new student therapists with the more practiced 

skills of experienced PT staff. 
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APPENDIX A: BERG BALANCE SCALE 

 
 

Berg Balance Scale 
 

1. SITTING TO STANDING 
 

INSTRUCTIONS: Please stand up. Try not to use your hand for support. 

( ) 4 able to stand without using hands and stabilize independently 

( ) 3 able to stand independently using hands 
 

( ) 2 able to stand using hands after several tries 

( ) 1 needs minimal aid to stand or stabilize 

( ) 0 needs moderate or maximal assist to stand 
 

2. STANDING UNSUPPORTED 
 

INSTRUCTIONS: Please stand for two minutes without holding on. 

( ) 4 able to stand safely for 2 minutes 

( ) 3 able to stand 2 minutes with supervision 

( ) 2 able to stand 30 seconds unsupported 

( ) 1 needs several tries to stand 30 seconds unsupported 

( ) 0 unable to stand 30 seconds unsupported 

If a subject is able to stand 2 minutes unsupported, score full points for sitting 

unsupported. Proceed to item #4. 

3. SITTING WITH BACK UNSUPPORTED BUT FEET SUPPORTED ON FLOOR OR 

ON A STOOL 

INSTRUCTIONS: Please sit with arms folded for 2 minutes. 

( ) 4 able to sit safely and securely for 2 minutes 
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( ) 3 able to sit 2 minutes under supervision 

( ) 2 able to able to sit 30 seconds 

( ) 1 able to sit 10 seconds 
 

( ) 0 unable to sit without support 10 seconds 
 

4. STANDING TO SITTING 
 

INSTRUCTIONS: Please sit down. 
 

( ) 4 sits safely with minimal use of hands 

( ) 3 controls descent by using hands 

( ) 2 uses back of legs against chair to control descent 

( ) 1 sits independently but has uncontrolled descent 

( ) 0 needs assist to sit 

5. TRANSFERS 
 

INSTRUCTIONS: Arrange chair(s) for pivot transfer. Ask subject to transfer one way 

toward a seat with armrests and one way toward a 

seat without armrests. You may use two chairs (one with and one without armrests) or a 

bed and a chair. 

( ) 4 able to transfer safely with minor use of hands 

( ) 3 able to transfer safely definite need of hands 

( ) 2 able to transfer with verbal cuing and/or supervision 

( ) 1 needs one person to assist 

( ) 0 needs two people to assist or supervise to be safe 
 

6. STANDING UNSUPPORTED WITH EYES CLOSED 
 

INSTRUCTIONS: Please close your eyes and stand still for 10 seconds. 
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( ) 4 able to stand 10 seconds safely 
 

( ) 3 able to stand 10 seconds with supervision 

( ) 2 able to stand 3 seconds 

( ) 1 unable to keep eyes closed 3 seconds but stays safely 

( ) 0 needs help to keep from falling 

7. STANDING UNSUPPORTED WITH FEET TOGETHER 
 

INSTRUCTIONS: Place your feet together and stand without holding on. 

( ) 4 able to place feet together independently and stand 1 minute safely 

( ) 3 able to place feet together independently and stand 1 minute with supervision 

( ) 2 able to place feet together independently but unable to hold for 30 seconds 

( ) 1 needs help to attain position but able to stand 15 seconds feet together 

( ) 0 needs help to attain position and unable to hold for 15 seconds 

Berg Balance Scale continued….. 
 

8. REACHING FORWARD WITH OUTSTRETCHED ARM WHILE STANDING 
 

INSTRUCTIONS: Lift arm to 90 degrees. Stretch out your fingers and reach forward as 

far as you can. (Examiner places a ruler at the end 

of fingertips when arm is at 90 degrees. Fingers should not touch the ruler while reaching 

forward. The recorded measure is the distance 

forward that the fingers reach while the subject is in the most forward lean position. 
 

When possible, ask subject to use both arms when 

reaching to avoid rotation of the trunk.) 

( ) 4 can reach forward confidently 25 cm (10 inches) 
 

( ) 3 can reach forward 12 cm (5 inches) 
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( ) 2 can reach forward 5 cm (2 inches) 
 

( ) 1 reaches forward but needs supervision 
 

( ) 0 loses balance while trying/requires external support 
 

9. PICK UP OBJECT FROM THE FLOOR FROM A STANDING POSITION 
 

INSTRUCTIONS: Pick up the shoe/slipper, which is place in front of your feet. 

( ) 4 able to pick up slipper safely and easily 

( ) 3 able to pick up slipper but needs supervision 
 

( ) 2 unable to pick up but reaches 2-5 cm(1-2 inches) from slipper and keeps balance 

independently 

( ) 1 unable to pick up and needs supervision while trying 
 

( ) 0 unable to try/needs assist to keep from losing balance or falling 
 

10. TURNING TO LOOK BEHIND OVER LEFT AND RIGHT SHOULDERS WHILE 

STANDING 

INSTRUCTIONS: Turn to look directly behind you over toward the left shoulder. Repeat 

to the right. Examiner may pick an object to look 

at directly behind the subject to encourage a better twist turn. 

( ) 4 looks behind from both sides and weight shifts well 

( ) 3 looks behind one side only other side shows less weight shift 

( ) 2 turns sideways only but maintains balance 

( ) 1 needs supervision when turning 
 

( ) 0 needs assist to keep from losing balance or falling 
 

11. TURN 360 DEGREES 
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INSTRUCTIONS: Turn completely around in a full circle. Pause. Then turn a full circle 

in the other direction. 

( ) 4 able to turn 360 degrees safely in 4 seconds or less 
 

( ) 3 able to turn 360 degrees safely one side only 4 seconds or less 

( ) 2 able to turn 360 degrees safely but slowly 

( ) 1 needs close supervision or verbal cuing 

( ) 0 needs assistance while turning 

12. PLACE ALTERNATE FOOT ON STEP OR STOOL WHILE STANDING 

UNSUPPORTED 

INSTRUCTIONS: Place each foot alternately on the step/stool. Continue until each foot 

has touch the step/stool four times. 

( ) 4 able to stand independently and safely and complete 8 steps in 20 seconds 

( ) 3 able to stand independently and complete 8 steps in > 20 seconds 

( ) 2 able to complete 4 steps without aid with supervision 

( ) 1 able to complete > 2 steps needs minimal assist 

( ) 0 needs assistance to keep from falling/unable to try 
 

13. STANDING UNSUPPORTED ONE FOOT IN FRONT 
 

INSTRUCTIONS: (DEMONSTRATE TO SUBJECT) Place one foot directly in front of 

the other. If you feel that you cannot place your foot 

directly in front, try to step far enough ahead that the heel of your forward foot is ahead 

of the toes of the other foot. (To score 3 points, the 

length of the step should exceed the length of the other foot and the width of the stance 
 

should approximate the subject’s normal stride 
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width.) 
 

( ) 4 able to place foot tandem independently and hold 30 seconds 

( ) 3 able to place foot ahead independently and hold 30 seconds 

( ) 2 able to take small step independently and hold 30 seconds 

( ) 1 needs help to step but can hold 15 seconds 

( ) 0 loses balance while stepping or standing 
 

14. STANDING ON ONE LEG 
 

INSTRUCTIONS: Stand on one leg as long as you can without holding on. 

( ) 4 able to lift leg independently and hold > 10 seconds 

( ) 3 able to lift leg independently and hold 5-10 seconds 

( ) 2 able to lift leg independently and hold ≥ 3 seconds 

( ) 1 tries to lift leg unable to hold 3 seconds but remains standing independently. 

( ) 0 unable to try of needs assist to prevent fall 

( ) TOTAL SCORE (Maximum = 56) 
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APPENDIX B: FUNCTIONAL GAIT ASSESSMENT 

 
 

Berg Balance Scale 
 

1. SITTING TO STANDING 
 

INSTRUCTIONS: Please stand up. Try not to use your hand for support. 

( ) 4 able to stand without using hands and stabilize independently 

( ) 3 able to stand independently using hands 
 

( ) 2 able to stand using hands after several tries 

( ) 1 needs minimal aid to stand or stabilize 

( ) 0 needs moderate or maximal assist to stand 
 

2. STANDING UNSUPPORTED 
 

INSTRUCTIONS: Please stand for two minutes without holding on. 

( ) 4 able to stand safely for 2 minutes 

( ) 3 able to stand 2 minutes with supervision 

( ) 2 able to stand 30 seconds unsupported 

( ) 1 needs several tries to stand 30 seconds unsupported 

( ) 0 unable to stand 30 seconds unsupported 

If a subject is able to stand 2 minutes unsupported, score full points for sitting 

unsupported. Proceed to item #4. 

3. SITTING WITH BACK UNSUPPORTED BUT FEET SUPPORTED ON FLOOR OR 

ON A STOOL 

INSTRUCTIONS: Please sit with arms folded for 2 minutes. 

( ) 4 able to sit safely and securely for 2 minutes 
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( ) 3 able to sit 2 minutes under supervision 

( ) 2 able to able to sit 30 seconds 

( ) 1 able to sit 10 seconds 
 

( ) 0 unable to sit without support 10 seconds 
 

4. STANDING TO SITTING 
 

INSTRUCTIONS: Please sit down. 
 

( ) 4 sits safely with minimal use of hands 

( ) 3 controls descent by using hands 

( ) 2 uses back of legs against chair to control descent 

( ) 1 sits independently but has uncontrolled descent 

( ) 0 needs assist to sit 

5. TRANSFERS 
 

INSTRUCTIONS: Arrange chair(s) for pivot transfer. Ask subject to transfer one way 

toward a seat with armrests and one way toward a 

seat without armrests. You may use two chairs (one with and one without armrests) or a 

bed and a chair. 

( ) 4 able to transfer safely with minor use of hands 

( ) 3 able to transfer safely definite need of hands 

( ) 2 able to transfer with verbal cuing and/or supervision 

( ) 1 needs one person to assist 

( ) 0 needs two people to assist or supervise to be safe 
 

6. STANDING UNSUPPORTED WITH EYES CLOSED 
 

INSTRUCTIONS: Please close your eyes and stand still for 10 seconds. 
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( ) 4 able to stand 10 seconds safely 
 

( ) 3 able to stand 10 seconds with supervision 

( ) 2 able to stand 3 seconds 

( ) 1 unable to keep eyes closed 3 seconds but stays safely 

( ) 0 needs help to keep from falling 

7. STANDING UNSUPPORTED WITH FEET TOGETHER 
 

INSTRUCTIONS: Place your feet together and stand without holding on. 

( ) 4 able to place feet together independently and stand 1 minute safely 

( ) 3 able to place feet together independently and stand 1 minute with supervision 

( ) 2 able to place feet together independently but unable to hold for 30 seconds 

( ) 1 needs help to attain position but able to stand 15 seconds feet together 

( ) 0 needs help to attain position and unable to hold for 15 seconds 

Berg Balance Scale continued….. 
 

8. REACHING FORWARD WITH OUTSTRETCHED ARM WHILE STANDING 
 

INSTRUCTIONS: Lift arm to 90 degrees. Stretch out your fingers and reach forward as 

far as you can. (Examiner places a ruler at the end 

of fingertips when arm is at 90 degrees. Fingers should not touch the ruler while reaching 

forward. The recorded measure is the distance 

forward that the fingers reach while the subject is in the most forward lean position. 
 

When possible, ask subject to use both arms when 

reaching to avoid rotation of the trunk.) 

( ) 4 can reach forward confidently 25 cm (10 inches) 
 

( ) 3 can reach forward 12 cm (5 inches) 
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( ) 2 can reach forward 5 cm (2 inches) 
 

( ) 1 reaches forward but needs supervision 
 

( ) 0 loses balance while trying/requires external support 
 

9. PICK UP OBJECT FROM THE FLOOR FROM A STANDING POSITION 
 

INSTRUCTIONS: Pick up the shoe/slipper, which is place in front of your feet. 

( ) 4 able to pick up slipper safely and easily 

( ) 3 able to pick up slipper but needs supervision 
 

( ) 2 unable to pick up but reaches 2-5 cm(1-2 inches) from slipper and keeps balance 

independently 

( ) 1 unable to pick up and needs supervision while trying 
 

( ) 0 unable to try/needs assist to keep from losing balance or falling 
 

10. TURNING TO LOOK BEHIND OVER LEFT AND RIGHT SHOULDERS WHILE 

STANDING 

INSTRUCTIONS: Turn to look directly behind you over toward the left shoulder. Repeat 

to the right. Examiner may pick an object to look 

at directly behind the subject to encourage a better twist turn. 

( ) 4 looks behind from both sides and weight shifts well 

( ) 3 looks behind one side only other side shows less weight shift 

( ) 2 turns sideways only but maintains balance 

( ) 1 needs supervision when turning 
 

( ) 0 needs assist to keep from losing balance or falling 
 

11. TURN 360 DEGREES 
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INSTRUCTIONS: Turn completely around in a full circle. Pause. Then turn a full circle 

in the other direction. 

( ) 4 able to turn 360 degrees safely in 4 seconds or less 
 

( ) 3 able to turn 360 degrees safely one side only 4 seconds or less 

( ) 2 able to turn 360 degrees safely but slowly 

( ) 1 needs close supervision or verbal cuing 

( ) 0 needs assistance while turning 

12. PLACE ALTERNATE FOOT ON STEP OR STOOL WHILE STANDING 

UNSUPPORTED 

INSTRUCTIONS: Place each foot alternately on the step/stool. Continue until each foot 

has touch the step/stool four times. 

( ) 4 able to stand independently and safely and complete 8 steps in 20 seconds 

( ) 3 able to stand independently and complete 8 steps in > 20 seconds 

( ) 2 able to complete 4 steps without aid with supervision 

( ) 1 able to complete > 2 steps needs minimal assist 

( ) 0 needs assistance to keep from falling/unable to try 
 

13. STANDING UNSUPPORTED ONE FOOT IN FRONT 
 

INSTRUCTIONS: (DEMONSTRATE TO SUBJECT) Place one foot directly in front of 

the other. If you feel that you cannot place your foot 

directly in front, try to step far enough ahead that the heel of your forward foot is ahead 

of the toes of the other foot. (To score 3 points, the length of the step should exceed the length of 

the other foot and the width of the stance should approximate the subject’s normal stride width.) 

( ) 4 able to place foot tandem independently and hold 30 seconds 
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( ) 3 able to place foot ahead independently and hold 30 seconds 

( ) 2 able to take small step independently and hold 30 seconds 

( ) 1 needs help to step but can hold 15 seconds 

( ) 0 loses balance while stepping or standing 

14. STANDING ON ONE LEG 
 

INSTRUCTIONS: Stand on one leg as long as you can without holding on. 

( ) 4 able to lift leg independently and hold > 10 seconds 

( ) 3 able to lift leg independently and hold 5-10 seconds 

( ) 2 able to lift leg independently and hold ≥ 3 seconds 

( ) 1 tries to lift leg unable to hold 3 seconds but remains standing independently. 

( ) 0 unable to try of needs assist to prevent fall 

( ) TOTAL SCORE (Maximum = 56) 
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APPENDIX C: ACTIVITIES-SPECIFIC BALANCE CONFIDENCE SCALE-6 
 

 


